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Abstract 
 In Taiwan, and around the world, many indigenous areas are experimenting with 
tourism as an alternative source of economic and cultural development.  After a brief 
introduction of indigenous peoples history and development in Taiwan, this study 
answers three theoretical questions pertinent to understanding cultural tourism in a tribe 
environment.  In answering these theoretical questions three core concepts are defined: 
cultural rights, authenticity, and the push pull-paradigm of cultural tourism.  These three 
concepts are put into application through construction of a co-creation model, designed 
to enhance community organization in developing tourism activities.  The model for 
community organization is based on co-creation and creativity tourism, with a principle 
of community as the lead stakeholder.  It will be argued that when the proposed model 
is followed in tourism development, authenticity of experience will be improved, cultural 
rights protected, preservation of traditional culture encouraged, and value added.   The 
co-creation model is used to analyze three different aspects of tribe tourism 
development: 1) community cooperation with government bodies and outside partners; 
2) intra-community organization and cooperation; 3) tourist- host interactions.  By using 
the proposed co-creation model as an ideal standard for tourism development and 
organization we measure the extent to which the subjects studied create an 
environment to achieve the goals of authenticity, cultural preservation, cultural rights, 
and added value.  The main government subjects studied were the Council of 
Indigenous Peoples and the Tourism Bureau.  The model was applied to two indigenous 
communities engaging in tourism activities: Fu Shan Tribe and Le Shui Tribe.  It is 
hoped that those involved in the organizing and development of community based tribal 
tourism initiatives can use the proposed functional model of co-creation as a reference 
of best practices to maximize economic and cultural benefits.  

摘要 

在全世界和台灣，很多原住民地區正嘗試用觀光業當作經濟跟文化發展的一種替代方式。

本研究會先簡短的介紹台灣原住民的歷史與發展， 接著回答三個有關瞭解文化觀光在原

住民部落的環境理論性的問題。文獻回顧會定義重要的概念，這些概念 就是實證研究的

基礎。 實證研究會提供共創創意旅遊的社區組織模型。共創模型應用到部落旅遊發展的

三個方面：1）社區與政府部門，或部落外的夥伴合作； 2）社區内的組織與合作；3）主

客互動。 本研究所指主要政府部門是原住民族委員會與交通部觀光局。本研究所指的模

型應用在兩個從事觀光活動的原住民部落：樂水部落和福山部落。本研究的目的就觀光而

言期望對原住民社區鄉村發展有更深刻的瞭解，因此提供模型來極大化原住民社區運作旅

遊活動在經濟上和文化上的獲益。 
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Introduction 
 Linguist experts believe that by the end of the 21st century, a large majority of 

the world's languages will be extinct.  It is estimated that one language dies out every 

two weeks, and 600 of the world's languages that are in danger will soon follow suit 

(UNESCO, 2009).  Language diversity is seen as a barometer for overall health of 

cultural diversity, because language is the means through which culture is transmitted.  

The loss of cultural diversity is a great shame for progress of human civilization.  The 

risk of language extinction and cultural erosion is especially acute in the world's 

indigenous communities.   

 Like indigenous peoples in other parts of the world, Taiwan's aboriginals have a 

history of exclusion, including social, economic and political marginalization, even denial 

of their existence under certain regimes.  Today Taiwan's 16 recognized indigenous 

tribes enjoy full benefits of participation in democratic franchise.  However, following 

decades of unfavorable conditions and cultural erosion, the island's aboriginal people 

are on a journey to rediscover their ancestral roots, while building the social and 

economic health of their communities to participate in the modern market society. 

 In the last two decades, the condition of aboriginal communities has been greatly 

improved.  In addition to participating in the polity with the opportunity to make their 

voices heard, tribe communities have benefited from improved transportation 

infrastructure, modern agriculture implements, government subsidy and modern tools of 

communication.  Despite these advances, aboriginal areas still lag behind the larger 

society of Taiwan.  Many tribes remain relatively isolated in mountainous areas, and 

suffer from lower education achievement and few job opportunities, with economic 
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growth disrupted by the disproportionate destruction that natural disasters frequently 

bring to mountain and basin areas inhabited by indigenous people.  As a result, many 

aboriginal communities have faced economic stagnation, and depopulation as young 

people receive Han education, and move to population centers for job opportunities.  

This takes a toll on traditional lifestyle, language, culture and pride that composes an 

indigenous identity.  An indigenous community leader who was a respondent to this 

study stated the problem of cultural erosion concisely, "If we don't pull our culture back, 

we will disappear," ( Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 

2016).  

 In attempt to address barriers to economic and social development of indigenous 

areas, the national and local governments have encouraged tourism as an alternative 

path, or a supplement to development.  Many tribes have embraced the opportunity to 

participate tourism to pursue better quality life while sharing their culture and heritage.   

However, taking the path of tourism for development can pose conflicts between 

economic benefits and cultural benefits. Tourism can create an incentive to protect 

aboriginal culture as it provides an economic impetus.  On the other hand, revival of 

cultural could turn into commodified culture if pulled too much by market forces.  This 

study will seek to identify a strategy for development of tribe community tourism 

initiatives in a manner which balances income and development needs against 

protecting tradition, culture, pride and identity.  Throughout this paper, it will be shown 

that an overarching goal of creating authentic experiences is the proper means to 

pursue overall healthy development of tribal community based tourism.   
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Chapter Organization 
  The History section this paper will first provide readers with the background of 

the social and developmental path of Taiwan's aboriginal peoples.  To better understand 

tourism as tactic of development and cultural preservation, the Literature Review 

section will answer three theoretical questions defining cultural rights, authenticity, and 

the push-pull paradigm of cultural tourism.  These are the vital concepts that allow for 

balanced development of tribe communities using tourism to supplement development.  

To put these three indispensable concepts into practice, the Methods section of this 

paper will propose a model of organization and development for community based 

tourism initiatives.  The model is referred to as the functional model of co-creation, and 

is based on the concepts of value co-creation and creativity tourism, placing the 

community as the lead stakeholder.  The functional model of co-creation serves as a 

tool to realize, as well as to measure, extent to which stakeholders create an 

environment to achieve the goals of community based tribal tourism: authenticity, 

cultural preservation, cultural rights, and added value.   

 Following detailed explanation of the model, research questions are outlined, and 

data collection methods justified.  Research questions are designed to gather evidence 

for presence of the proposed model in the government partners studied, tribe 

communities, and in host-guest interactions. The government bodies participating in 

indigenous area tourism development selected for this study were the Council of 

Indigenous Peoples and the Tourism Bureau.  Tribes hosting tourism activities 

researched include Le Shui Tribe (樂水部落) and FuShan Tribe (福山部落).   
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 The following Findings section will report on research results, accompanied by an 

analysis of of how subjects studied do or do not fit the proposed model of co-creation.  

The discussion section will include a review of findings and make the case that following 

the proposed model results in the healthiest possible cultural tourism development for 

tribe communities.  Finally, the conclusion section will elaborate on the contributions of 

this study. 
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Contemporary History 
  

 Today there are 16 recognized distinct aboriginal tribes residing in Taiwan, all of 

which are northern members of Austronesian ethnic/lingual family scattered throughout 

the pacific (Chang, Wall, & Tsai, 2005).  As early as 1624 aboriginal peoples in Taiwan 

came into contact with foreign regimes starting with the Dutch (Hunter, 2011).  It was 

during the Dutch period of influence that Christianity was first introduced to indigenous 

people, and conversion was encouraged through intermarriage.  Later, when Taiwan 

was briefly a province of the Qing Empire, indigenous people were classified as either 

sheng-fan (生番) or shu-fan (熟番).  These were rather derogatory terms that grouped 

indigenous people based on their integration into the Han society.  Those who paid 

taxes and tributes were shu-fan, and those who were too remote to be  integrated into 

the administration of the island were sheng-fan (Brown, 2004, p.8).   

 Although indigenous people had earlier exchanges with outside civilizations, it 

was not until the Japanese colonial era that foreign occupation truly exerted social and 

political control over aboriginals, thus altering the path of social and cultural 

development (Hunter, 2011).  It was under the Japanese that aboriginals were classified 

as plains tribes (平地原住民族), and mountain tribes (山地原住民族), a classification that 

was later adopted by the KMT regime and still used today.  Under the Japanese tribal 

boundaries were enforced based on dwelling area of each clan (Hunter, 2011).  This 

had the effect of greatly diminishing the hunting tradition of tribes, and altered the 

longstanding competition and alliances among tribes for hunting grounds.  The 

Japanese considered all residents of Taiwan to be non-Japanese subjects of the 
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Empire, who should respect the 'civilizing force'.  As a result many aboriginals were 

taken into the Japanese educational system, and taught Japanese language and culture.  

Nevertheless, so long as tribes did not resist Japanese administration, chieftain 

structures, traditional ceremonies and customs were largely tolerated.   

 With the arrival of the KMT in the late 1940s, along with the rest of Taiwanese 

people, aboriginal tribes faced a new set of governance conditions.  With its defeat in 

the Chinese Civil War, the KMT's claim to be the governing authority of China was on 

shaky ground.  To secure its legitimacy, the KMT insisted that all people on Taiwan 

were Chinese, and embarked on a campaign to 're-sinify' the island.  During KMT 

authoritarian rule aboriginal peoples were under intense pressure to shed their tribal 

identities and acculturate to the KMT's ideal 'Han Culture' (Hunter, 2011).  In pursuit of a 

homogenous Han culture and society, the KMT rolled out several campaigns directed 

specifically at assimilating indigenous people.  The first, the Shan Di Ping Di Hua  

movement of 1953 (山地平地化), was a political initiative to make the mountains like the 

plains (Hunter, 2011).  Later, the Shandi Xiandai Hua movement (山地現代化) again 

sought to erase cultural differences of mountain tribes under the guise of modernization 

(Tao & Wall, 2009).  During this time period assimilation was pursued by confiscation 

and destruction of material culture including homes, clothing and implements of art.  

Forced relocations were carried out, and there was compulsory Han education, 

including language, history and cultural studies.  Through this education system, the 

indigenous tribes were branded as poor, backwards and uncultured, eroding tribal pride 

and identity (Hunter, 2011). 
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 With the democratization of Taiwan came a sharp reversal in policy of 

management of minority ethnicities.  Under the leadership of Lee Teng-hui, the first 

democratically elected president, and later under DPP's Chen Shui-bian, post 

authoritarian Taiwan leadership wanted to cultivate a new Taiwanese identity.  In order 

to pursue its own political space and avoid competing for the Chinese identity held by 

former foe, the Chinese Communist Party on Mainland China, Taiwan needed an 

identity that was non-Chinese.  Aboriginal representations and culture factored heavily 

into the pursuit to define a new Taiwanese identity (Hunter, 2011).  Thus, without true 

reconciliation or a consultation process with the owners of aboriginal cultural property, 

tribal representations of Taiwan were thrust into the limelight of the national agenda, 

with aggressive attempts to revive traditional culture, practices, and most importantly an 

aboriginal image.   

 Despite the short comings in restoration of aboriginal cultural rights and identity, 

an avenue for a greater voice for indigenous people was created with the establishment 

of the Council of Indigenous Peoples in 1996.  The council promotes and oversees 

aboriginal issues related to planning, education and culture, health and welfare, 

economic development, public construction, and land management.  The Council's 

founding objective is to, "uphold  national interest with priority given to promoting quality 

of life among indigenous peoples when formulating policy directions and strategies, to 

enhance the living standards of the pride among indigenous tribes and to restore their 

confidence and status" (Indigenous Peoples Council, 2010).  With the aboriginal image 

now part of the new identity formation of Taiwan, attention to local culture and heritage 

can also build indigenous identity and pride for their contribution as guardians of 
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symbols to the national ideological narrative (Li, Wu, & Cai, 2008).  This brief history 

brings us up to the modern political standing and social circumstances of aboriginal 

peoples in Taiwan.   

 The next section of the paper will detail concepts and literature relevant to 

aboriginal tourism.   
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Literature Review 

 This section is a review of the relevant literature in order to answer three 

theoretical questions.  Many tourists, and scholars, have failed to consider cultural rights, 

and cultural development, from the perspective of those offering their culture as a good 

for consumption.  The first theoretical question therefore explores how to define culture, 

and looks at cultural rights with a new base of understanding. The first theoretical 

question is:  1) How can we understand cultural rights in the context of aboriginal 

based tourism?    

 The second theoretical question is meant to reconsider the concept of 

authenticity.  Most tourists, and most tourism scholars, are not ethnologists.  Nor are the 

hosts of tour activities.  Therefore, within tourism studies thinking of authenticity as 

historical accuracy of culture is inappropriate.  Tourism is an interaction and an 

experience, and these are the concepts used to re-conceptualize authenticity.  The 

second theoretical question asks simply: 2) What is authenticity?  

  The third theoretical question recognizes that use of traditional minority cultures 

as a tourism resource requires delicate planning and close cooperation with the cultural 

owners.  In exploring the dual powers of cultural tourism, the third theoretical question 

asks: 3) Does tourism preserve or destroy traditional culture?  

 

 In answering these questions, we will first conceptualize aboriginal tourism (or 

tribal tourism), and community first tourism, highlighting the importance of local 
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communities as stakeholders in tourism endeavors.  This will be followed by the section 

Authenticity Considerations, in which we dissect scholarly perspectives on culture and 

authenticity.  Next will be the section Cultural Representations, the term used to 

describe tools, images, and symbols through which certain cultural meaning and 

characteristics are relayed.  We will discuss the negative view this concept has 

garnered within tourism studies, as well as touch upon the importance of fluidity in 

interpreting cultural representations.  By the end of these two sections it will be evident 

that community participation is a key component to all successful rural tourism initiatives, 

and we will have arrived at a theoretical conceptualizations of authenticity and cultural 

rights.  The third theoretical question will be answered in the section Cultural Impacts. In 

this section we will define the push-pull paradigm of cultural tourism.  The concepts 

defined in the literature review will be reoccurring themes throughout this paper, and 

goals of the functional model to be constructed later.  

Tribal  Tourism  

 Aboriginal tourism, also known as tribal tourism, is considered to be one type of 

ecotourism.  Ecotourism is understood to be environmentally and culturally responsible 

travel.  Definitions are many and vary by source, but the most commonly accepted 

definition of ecotourism is "responsible travel to natural areas which conserves the 

environment and sustains the wellbeing of local people," (Smith, 2009, p. 58).  

Ecotourism may include natural tourism, cultural tourism or tribal tourism.  Cultural 

tourism focuses on human culture, emphasizing that people are part of natural 

landscapes (Prentice, 1997).  Tribal tourism is visiting the environment and learning the 

culture of indigenous people, on the basis that indigenous people traditionally have 
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inhabited natural spaces.  Offering a definition of aboriginal tourism, Chang, Wall and 

Tsai propose that aboriginal tourism refers to "tourism in which aboriginal people are 

directly involved in the provision of the attraction, either through control and or having 

their culture serve as the essence of the attraction," (Chang et al., 2005).  The last type 

of ecotourism, natural tourism, quite simply is visitation focused on natural landscapes 

and the environment.  If Chang, Wall and Tsai's definition of aboriginal tourism should 

be adopted, then all three types of ecotourism might be considered aboriginal tourism, 

so long as the local indigenous people are involved as controlling stakeholders, 

regardless of whether it is their culture or tribal lands on display, or if they are simply 

managing a theme park or other entertainment venue.   

Community First Tourism  

 A core concept of all types of ecotourism tourism is community.  At the center of 

any sustainable rural tourism initiative with visitation of  traditional homelands and 

landscapes, lived or displayed cultures, should be the local community.  Since it is their 

culture, economy, traditional landscapes and lived spaces providing the resource for 

revenue making, the local community should be involved in the planning, execution and 

profit sharing of the tourism enterprise.  In short, the local community must be 

considered an important stakeholder in ecotourism.  Henceforth, this will be referred to 

as the principle of community first..  Note that tribal tourism and community based 

tourism are not mutually exclusive, but may overlap.  Community based tourism 

includes tribal tourism when the community of attraction includes aboriginal culture, 

history, or landscapes.  Tribal tourism is not considered community based tourism if the 

aboriginal attraction does not adequately include the aboriginal people as important 
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stakeholders, failing to stick to the principle of community first.  Moving forward, this 

paper will be focusing on community based and tribal based sustainable tourism.  For 

the purpose of the this paper, the terms aboriginal tourism and tribal tourism will be 

used interchangeably.  

Authenticity Considerations 

Culture  
 Both community based tourism and tribal tourism contain the underlying principle 

of sustainable development; that is economic advancement conducive to the 

preservation of local cultural and natural resources.  However, sustainable development 

is complex, especially when we throw traditional minority culture into the mix.  Dorsey, 

Steeves, and Porras have pointed out that the term sustainable development itself is an 

oxymoron, simultaneously promoting change and lack of change (Dorsey et al., 2004).  

The reality of sustainable development is that culture and landscapes will change with 

new economic and social forces brought into any region.  As tourist numbers increase, 

new pressures will be placed on both the local social, cultural and natural environment, 

making conservation more difficult.  Yet, many cultural tourists expect to see indigenous 

and minority culture displayed as it was traditionally practiced; culture frozen in time, not 

as it actually is today (Dorsey et. al., 2004).  Such expectations will sometimes result in 

disappointment, or in some cases demeaning rehearsals of tribal customs that are no 

longer practiced, and maybe never were!  Sarup has explained, culture is not fixed, "but 

is a process of constant struggle as cultures interact with each other and are affected by 

economic, political and social factors" (Sarup, 1996). Smith further elaborates that, 

"neither culture nor identity is static, but is a constant process which responds to  new 
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forces and changing environment. With this understanding, fossilization of culture is 

misrepresentation of ongoing indigenous traditions," (Smith, 2009, p.18).   

 Mainstream society is constantly adjusting, adopting new trends, throwing old 

ones out, utilizing new fashions, and even creating new words in response to our 

constantly evolving environment.  Indigenous and minority cultures also have the right 

to continue developing.  Tourists, tour operators, government bodies and scholars 

should not cast upon them a lifeless frozenness for their own desires of escaping a 

cosmopolitan modern world, economic gain, or academic idealism.  Realizing that it is 

natural for culture to be fluid and changing, we can see it is important for tour operators 

to give their customers an accurate depiction of the current habits, practices and 

lifestyle of the communities they will visit, lest they be disappointed, or worse fail to 

understand the cultural development they are experiencing.  

Authenticity 
 We have  reached the understanding that culture develops, and that cultural 

development through change, response and adjustment, is the norm rather than the 

exception.  How do we then address questions of authenticity in aboriginal and 

community based tourism?  It should be acknowledged that authenticity is a subjective, 

and sometimes contentious subject.  Some scholars believe that authenticity is defined 

by a complete absence of commoditization, while others believe it is transitory and 

evolving (Getz, D., as cited in Smith, 2009, p. 20).  By the first definition, any interaction 

between visitors and local people which includes funds exchanging  hands would 

already be inauthentic, and it would be virtually impossible to experience anything 

authentic.  Dean MacCannell, one of the first scholars to address authenticity in tourism, 
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holds such a view.  MacCannell considers guided tours and prepared experiences as 

superficial, which he labels as staged authenticity and commodified experiences 

(MacCannell, 1973).  On the other hand, Kevin Moore suggests that "one person's 

absolute fake is another's meaningful experience," (Moore, 2002, p.55).  In their case 

study of Xcaret cultural festival in Mexico, Molleda and Jain insist that authenticity is a 

negotiation between an organization relaying claims of authenticity and its stakeholders.  

The researchers explain that authenticity is always contextual, and should be defined by 

that negotiation between the promoting organization and the audience.  They define 

authenticity as "the degree to which stakeholders believe that an organization is acting 

in accordance to its identity, values and mission," (Molleda, & Jain, 2013).  Molleda and 

Jain point out that the concept of authenticity comes from ancient Greek philosophy, 

translated as "to be thine own true self."  Thus, for Modella and Jain, the question of 

authenticity is resolved by transparent communication.  If through marketing and 

advertising, a brand can communicate their true values, traditions and production 

excellence, and consumers can make subjective judgments, then authenticity can be 

mutually agreed upon by concerned stakeholders (Molleda, & Jain, 2013).  However, 

Molleda and Jain acknowledge that this negotiation is entrusted to strategic 

communication professionals who are given the task of promoting tourist destinations by 

telling stories and ideas about the attraction.  Meanwhile, Gilmore and Pine remind us 

that people tend to perceive authentic as "that which exists in its natural form, not 

artificial or synthetic,[but] is original in design and not an imitation or copy," (Gilmore, & 

Pine, 2007).  However, from an tribal/ community first tourism perspective, this 

understanding of authentic would be too narrow for almost every possible case study.  
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This section will be concluded with a comprehensive listing of scholarly definitions of 

authenticity, and summing up the importance community in rural tourism development. 

Scholarly Definitions of Authenticity 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Definition  Authors  
-Authenticity of an object is the function of perceived genuineness 
and positive valuation. 
 
-Authenticity is a process of being true to one's own self, of living life 
according to one's own being.  
 
- Authenticity is related to being sincere, innocent, original, genuine, 
and unaffected....linked to moral authority of the creator and 
simultaneously to the fact that the object was made by hand, not 
mechanically produced.  
 
-Authenticity is a story that balances industrial (production, 
distribution and marketing) and rhetorical attributes to project 
sincerity through the avowal of commitments to traditions (including 
production methods, product styling, firm values, and/or location), 
passion for craft and production excellence, and the public 
disavowal of the role of modern industrial attributes and commercial 
motivations. 
 
- Authenticity is expressed in five genres: natural, original, 
exceptional, referential, influential, reflected in the five economic 
offerings: commodities, goods, services, experiences, 
transformations.  
 
-Authenticity begins with a process of discovery in order to create a 
convincing constructed identity, followed by a process of internal 
expression and finally by external expression.  
 
-Authenticity is subjective and contextual; ie., authenticity claims 
reflect the life experiences and aspirations of a society's group.  
 
-Authenticity is the extent to which a leader is aware of and exhibits 
pattern of openness and clarity in his/her behavior toward others by 
sharing the information needed to make decisions, accepting other' 
inputs', and disclosing his/her personal values, motives and 
sentiments in a manner that enables followers to more accurately 
assess the competence and morality of the leader's actions 

Trilling (1972) 
 
 
Zickmund (2007) 
 
 
 
 
Fine (2003) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beverland (2005) 
 
 
 
 
Gilmore & Pine 

(2007) 
 
 

Fombrum & van 
Riel (2004) 
 
 
Molleda (2010) 
 
 
 
 
Walumbwa et al. 

(2010) 
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Authenticity, like culture, is transitory rather than static.  It is first 
process of self-introspection to determine one's identity and values. 
Then there is a process of communication and negotiation between 
important stakeholders, mainly the owners of cultural property being 
promoted and those consuming it. 

 
 

Oliveri (2016)   

Figure 1:Scholarly Definitions of Authenticity                                                  Adapted from Molleda & Jain, 2013.  

 When considering authenticity in small community and aboriginal based tourism 

enterprises, the most important factor to consider is the local community.  As has been 

mentioned, the community that is offering their landscape, culture and tradition as public 

goods for consumption is the most important stakeholder.  When sharing of local natural 

and cultural resources takes place, local people must be willing and profiting 

participants.  Furthermore, they must have controlling involvement in the process of 

determining what exactly is shared, and how it is shared.  The tribe community is also 

the cultural owners, so their participation in a meaningful way is an important step 

towards creation of an authentic experience.   

 When artistic exhibitions, workshops, or traditional performance events are 

hosted, participating performers and artists should be willing and compensated.  

Viewers should understand the event is for the purpose of cultural exchange, cultural 

preservation and artistic expression.  If performers or artists feel taken advantage of, or 

feel that the event offends traditional integrities, or the tourist feels cheated or deceived, 

there is a problem (Smith, 2009, p. 21).  There should be nothing wrong with local 

minority peoples profiting from sharing their traditional culture with those who are 

interested to learn it.  In fact, the opportunity to improve their economic situation through 

their own culture can foster pride in fading traditions and status as an indigenous 
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minority.  This one way which tourism can contribute to cultural preservation, which will 

be discussed in greater detail in later sections of this paper.   

Cultural Representations 

 The concept of cultural representation was introduced by famed cultural theorist  

Stuart Hall, and elaborated on in his book: Representation: Cultural representations and 

signifying practices.  Hall defines representation as the process by which members of a 

culture use language, broadly defined as a signifying system using written and spoken 

communication, signs and images, to produce meaning.  Therefore, cultural 

representations would be the language, signs, and images representative or symbolic of 

certain unique characteristics of a culture (Hall, 1997, p.15).  In tourism studies, cultural 

representations could be tangible or intangible items such as souvenir trinkets, 

handicrafts, colorful regalia, festivals, artifacts, dwellings, clothing  or any item that 

conjures images of a certain culture, people or place (Hunter, 2011).   

 Despite Hall's nuanced yet neutral introduction of cultural representation, in the 

field of tourism studies the term has taken on a rather negative connotation.  This is due 

to the fact that many researchers feel that within ethnic and aboriginal tourism there are 

unequal power relationships between stakeholders, namely those visited, those visiting, 

and those providing capital, expertise and planning.  In his study of Rukai indigenous 

tourism William Hunter defines a cultural representation as "a person, place or thing 

indigenous to a destination that has taken on new meanings to suit the needs and 

desires of visitors," (Hunter, 2011).  This suggests that the representation is tailored for 

the visitor, rather than to reflect true cultural meanings.  Hunter goes as far as to claim 

that all players in tourism implicitly or actively partake in the manipulation of culture, 
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from developers and researchers, to investors and tourists.  According to Hunter, even 

local residents willingly or unwillingly submit to commercial representations of their 

culture.  Representations then become only touristic representations rather than cultural 

representations, and only make sense in the tourism context, but not in the context of 

traditional culture (Hunter, 2011).  Similarly, in her study Ethnic Tourism and Cultural 

Representation, Li Yang points out too often the question 'how does the "other" 

represent itself' is not asked, and instead mangers and power brokers misrepresent and 

insult the minority groups they are in charge of putting on display.  Yang explains that 

when culture is transformed into tourism products using simplistic representations, it 

often doesn't do justice to the history, present and future  of the culture it purports to 

represent.  In short, a more detailed communication of cultural meaning loses out to 

commericialization (Yang, 2011).  Worse still, some representations may reinforce 

stereotypes of minority or aboriginal cultures as backwards and less developed.   

 Despite his rather negative point of view of cultural representation in the tourism 

context William Hunter acknowledges that representations "exist as points of view rather 

than centers of consciousness," he goes on to state, "things must be imbued with 

meaning via residents' consciousness - representations must be learned," (Hunter, 

2011).  This echoes Stuart Hall's earlier work, who points out that "objects, people and 

events in the world- in themselves do not have any fixed, final or true meaning. It is us, 

in society, within human cultures who make things mean, who signify," (Hall, 1997, p. 

61).  Meanings will always change from one period to another, and will carry different 

weight and interpretations when viewed through the lens of a different cultural system 

(Hall, 1997, p. 61).  Therefore, when considering this concept within tourism, we can 
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see that much like culture, cultural representation is a fluid process of self-introspection 

and communication between concerned parties.  Ideally, it is up to the toured culture to 

take hold of their representations and place a meaning behind them.  Then it is the 

responsibility of the owners of the cultural representation and the consumers of the 

cultural representation to engage in a communication process to arrive at a mutually 

acceptable understanding of the meaning and significance of the cultural 

representations.  If those whom the representation is attached to as part of their culture 

are involved as authors of the cultural representation and its communication as such, 

then cultural representations within the tourism industry need not be viewed negatively 

as cultural perversions.  In concluding this section it should be noted that while many 

tourism studies scholars scorn cultural representations, most concede that they can be 

extremely effective tools of destination promotion.  This is important to keep in mind 

when considering residents aspirations of economic empowerment.  

 Before moving to the third theoretical question, let us first sum up the answers to 

our first two theoretical questions.   

1) How can we understand cultural rights in the context of aboriginal based  

 tourism?  

Theoretical Conceptualization: Cultural rights for indigenous people engaging in 
tourism activities means the right to a natural process of cultural development, and the 
presentation and expression of such a culture as the cultural owners feel reflects their 
identities, realities and interests.  

 2) What is authenticity? 

Theoretical Conceptualization: Authenticity means there must be an aspect of self-
introspection for the party seeking to be authentic, determining one's identity and values.  
Then, there must be process of communication and negotiation between important 
stakeholders, mainly the owners of cultural property being promoted and those 
consuming it. 
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 Cultural Impacts 
  In discussing culture impacts of tourism we will necessarily include economic 

impacts, because for the local population partaking in aboriginal and community based 

tourism, the reality is the two go hand in hand.  When it comes to the cultural impact of 

tourism, there are two schools of thought,  or two truths.  The first, is that increased 

visitation will degrade and commodify traditional culture, skills, arts and traditions 

because there is no way to involve temporary visitors in local culture and customs in a 

meaningful way.  Conversely, the other truth is that cultures in decline due to historical 

marginalization, poor educational achievement, and lack of economic opportunity, can 

be revived and preserved with the economic support and cultural interest that tourism 

brings.  Through reference of relevant examples and scholarly discussions, this section 

will identify a push-pull paradigm of cultural tourism.  

Push 
 First we will tackle the first perspective, that cultural tourism is wrought with 

power imbalances, and has tendency to bankrupt traditional cultures and make 

communities' economically vulnerable.  From an economic standpoint, William Hunter 

insists that in poorly managed community tourism, tourism can replace a community's 

traditional economic activities, such as hunting, fishing and agriculture.  This would have 

the effect of creating an irreversible trend of socio-culture dependence, and assimilation 

with mainstream society.  Worse yet, an undiversified rural economy depending 

primarily on tourism would be unable to cope with tourism disruption due to damage of 

natural disasters so frequently suffered by Taiwan's mountainous areas (Hunter, 2011).  

As mentioned in the previous section, some tourism study scholars maintain that all 

those involved in cultural tourism are in one way or another involved in cultural 
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manipulation.  In his study of Taiwan's Rukai aboriginal tourism, Hunter further suggests 

that with a background of being socially ostracized and economically disadvantaged, in 

the context of tourism indigenous people are especially susceptible to inaccurate self-

representation.  Hunter explains that in attempt to create an experience that is 

enjoyable and sought out by tourists, local people may create products or performances 

that seem to be appealing, but have little connection to actual culture.  Hunter terms this 

twice behaved behavior: "to re-become who they never were, but wish to have been or 

wish to become," (Hunter, 2011).  This so called twice behaved behavior can be either 

consciously or unconsciously participated in.  For some locals, commercializing may be 

welcome trade-off, opening a path for economic empowerment and lifestyle 

improvement.  For example, in his research of residents'  interpretations of cultural 

representations attached to indigenous standing stones of the Rukai people in southern 

Taiwan, Hunter found that some respondents recognized that economic and social 

integration with larger society came with the price of reduced cultural knowledge.  Some 

interviewees even responded that "aboriginal culture is not as important as progress 

and development," (Hunter, 2011).   

 In other cases, outside experts, investors, or managers can dictate the culture to 

be promoted in the tourism experience.  In her study of the Yunnan Ethnic Cultural Park, 

Li Yang recorded one minority park employee complaining that, "the park manager only 

allows us to perform simple and primitive dances. Girls have to wear short skirts and 

keep swinging their long hair in the show, and boys need to make loud sounds like 

animals.  We become barbarians in the tourist shows," (Yang, 2011).  Finding further  

evidence of over commercialization, Yang also noted that although the park's purpose 
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was to showcase minority culture, 90 percent of the park guides were young Han girls, 

rather than minority people.  According to park management, Han guides were used to 

pose as minority people because they are generally more highly educated, have a 

business sense, and better interpersonal skills, and thus preferred by the customers.  

Yang describes this as a false construction of minority peoples'  "youth, beauty and 

sexuality to allure customers," (Yang, 2011).  Despite complaints of modified culture, 

Yang found that most of her minority interviewees took pride in their heritage and were 

happy to present their culture.   

 Molleda and Jain maintain that when traditions and experiences are transformed 

into products for consumption, they lose meaning to the local people (Molleda, & Jain, 

2013).  In the much studied case of UN World Heritage Site Lijiang Ancient Town, in 

Yunnan, China, we find an unfortunate example of this.  Loss of lived culture in 

exchange for culture for sale can be seen in the Zhong Yuan (Hungry Ghost) festival, 

traditionally held in mid June.  In this festival local Naxi people of Lijiang (納西族) would 

release lanterns into the town's canals to honor their ancestors.  However, in 2002 the 

government run Naxi Cultural Development Company turned this festival into an arts 

and crafts activity that tourists can pay a small fee to participate in.  One member of the 

committee who used to organize the traditional festival for locals remarked, " there is no 

need for us to organize this kind of activity any more since the company operates this 

activity everyday" (Su&Teo, 2009, p. 132).  The meaning of the traditional practice has 

been lost because it has been too broadly shared.  Based on the Lijiang case,  and the 

Hunter and Yang studies, it is evident that tourism can have quite a push-out effect on 

culture.   
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Pull 
 Representing the opposite end of the paradigm, one group of respondents from 

the Hunter study indicated that "cultural identity was contingent upon business success 

in local tourism," (Hunter, 2011).  This is part of the second truth: that attention to their 

unique traditions, customs and arts, can reinvigorate enthusiasm for aspects of culture 

falling into disuse, and re-instill the pride in identity of a people who have been left out of 

mainstream society.  In the case of Lijiang Ancient Town, we also find examples cultural 

preservation through tourism in the Naxi Language and Dongba religious rituals.  As the 

Lijiang basin shifted development policy to focus on cultural tourism, Naxi language was 

reintroduced into local schools in 1998.  The local government also now requires all 

non-native residents of the Old Town to enroll in Naxi language courses(Bingaman, 

2012).  Although the government admits this is for the long-term benefit maintaining 

Naxi culture for tourism, retention of local tongue must be seen as a positive impact 

(Su&Teo, 2009, p. 155). The Dongba religion is another example.  The Dongba religion 

has its own unique script, spoken language and rituals.  After being repressed during 

the socialist Mao era, by the 1990s the Dongba religion was at risk of dying out with 

only a few old priests able to read and speak the Dongba language.  However, now that 

it has been valued for its uniqueness as a tourism asset, it has been reproduced for 

consumption.  The number of practitioners has increased and rituals are now more 

widely shared (Su & Teo, 2009,p.134).  These days, young people in Lijiang are willing 

to learn traditional languages, skills and arts as a means to economic betterment.  Thus, 

we can conclude that local participation in cultural heritage tourism reintroduces people 

to their cultural roots and helps them form identity (Li, et al., 2008).  Through discussion 
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of the relevant examples above, this section has sought answers to theoretical question 

three:        

 3) Does tourism preserve or destroy traditional culture? 

Theoretical Conceptualization: It is evident that a push-pull paradigm exists within 
cultural tourism. Tourism has the potential to push out traditional culture via over 
commercialization, rendering cultural practices less meaningful. On the other hand, 
tourism has the potential to pull traditional culture back into relevancy. By making 
traditional knowledge and practices into an economic resource, tourism preserves 
traditional culture and bolsters identity and pride in one's cultural and ethnic background. 

 

Conclusion of Literature Review 
 The purpose of the this literature review has been to answer three theoretical 

questions to ground the topic and form conceptualizations that will allow us to proceed 

with the empirical study objectively.  The first two sections of Aboriginal and Community 

Based Tourism and Authenticity are the backbone of the academic field this study falls 

within. The first section Aboriginal and Community Based Tourism was introduced to set 

up the context of this study, and emphasize the importance of community as lead 

stakeholder in rural tribal tourism development.  In the Authenticity section we defined 

how to understand culture, allowing us to arrive at a new conceptualization of 

authenticity as a fluid process of communication and interaction among stakeholders.  

 In the section on Cultural Representation we discussed the problematization of 

cultural representations within the tourism context, concluding that cultural 

representations need not be viewed negatively if the cultural owners i,e., the community 

involved, are authors of the representation.  We also touched upon the importance of 

the cultural owners determining the meaning of their cultural representation, and 

communicating that meaning to those consuming the representation.  This is the way to 
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keep the representation authentic, through two-way transparent communication. The 

concept of Cultural Representation has been a useful tool contributing to the 

conceptualization of Authenticity.  In the following section on Cultural  Impacts, we 

identified the push-pull  paradigm of cultural tourism, pointing out the power of tourism 

to act as a force for cultural preservation and economic empowerment, or as a 

destructive force of commoditization, draining the meaning out of traditional culture. 

 The key theme of the literature review is the principle of community first.  The 

best way to protect and positively develop culture while achieving economic progress, is 

to ensure intimate participation of the indigenous community involved in the local 

tourism activities.  By placing the community as the lead stakeholder, authenticity is 

strengthened by placing the cultural owners in charge of cultural sharing.  With the 

cultural owners in charge, cultural rights, as we have defined them, are ensured.  In 

addition, the push effect of the push-pull paradigm will be guarded against by having 

cultural owners in a position to determine the use of their cultural resources as 

economic resources.  Thus, it can be said that these three constructs have a symbiotic 

relationship with the principle of community first.   

 By answering the three theoretical questions, we have offered conceptualizations 

of three constructs: cultural rights, authenticity, and the push-pull paradigm of cultural 

tourism.  By identifying and conceptualizing these constructs, this study has made 

contribution in social theory building in the field of aboriginal tourism studies.  As pointed 

out by Shoemaker, Tankard and Lasorsa, theory building is a way to condense and 

accumulate knowledge in a field and "help us to put our discoveries of the nature of the 

world into statements," (Shoemaker et al., p.169, 2004).  This study will make a further 
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contribution to theory building in aboriginal tourism studies in the second half of this 

paper by offering operational definitions and a model of application for the constructs 

already introduced.  

Methods 
Constructing A Functional Model 
 As mentioned in the introduction this paper, the objective of this study is to 

identify a strategy for healthy tourism development in tribe communities.  Such a 

strategy is arrived at through creating authentic experiences for stakeholders.  Here it is 

necessary to remind the reader that this study is focusing on authenticity of experience, 

participation and interaction, rather than authenticity of traditions and customs.  Even 

within tribes themselves, there are very few individuals with ethnological training and 

expertise on Austronesian tribal customs and practices, without which there is no basis 

to execute such a study.  Instead, based on a conceptualiztion of authenticity as a 

process of interaction and communication, I will construct a model  which is designed to 

maximize authenticity, support cultural rights, and encourage cultural preservation 

(which is the pull factor of the push-pull paradigm). The model will be constructed by 

combining the principle of community first with the concepts value co-creation and 

creativity tourism.  This co-creation model will serve as an ideal standard of organization 

and communication strategy for stakeholders engaged in developing the tourism 

industry within tribe communities 

Co-creation  
 Venkat Ramaswamy and C.K Parahalad introduced the term value co-creation to 

describe the emerging relationship between customers and companies.  The concept 
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was later expanded to not only customers but all stakeholders who impact the customer 

experience, including employees, communities,  suppliers, distributors, NGSOs and 

regulators (Ramaswamy & Gouillart, 2010).  The concept is straight forward: instead of 

only being driven to create greater economic value, strive to create rewarding 

experiences for all those involved through greater cooperation among stakeholders.  

Rewarding experiences might also be interpreted as authentic experiences, because 

both are based upon communication, cooperation, exchange, and determining one's 

own participation.  Thus, co-creation is an appropriate tool to realize authenticity. 

   Ramaswamy and Gouillart posit that by engaging all stakeholders in the 

production process and the experience that follows, more economic and psychological 

value can be created.  They offer four initial design steps to pursuing the co-creation 

approach: 1) Identify all stakeholders touched by the process; (2) understand and map 

out current interactions among stakeholders; (3) Organize workshops in which 

stakeholders share experiences and ways to improve them; (4) Build platforms to 

implement ideas and to continue the dialogue among stakeholders to generate further 

ideas (Ramaswamy & Gouillart, 2010). The authors argue that to successfully adopt the 

co-creation model stakeholders must be allowed to be creative, with the potential to 

shape of their own experience.  Also, in the design and experience process 

stakeholders should be allowed to interact directly with one another and share their 

ideas and experiences, presumably through the platform put in place by the enterprise 

taking the co-creation path.   

 For the enterprise in question, the co-creation approach is as much about 

educating stakeholders, as being educated by them, and using that feedback in policy 
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design and production methods to create a better experience.  Within a company, 

employees should be encouraged to share their ideas, and interact freely with 

management.  The benefit to firms in adopting the co-creation method would be new 

business insights gained by deeper cooperation with stakeholders, new sources of 

revenue and profit, lowers costs and risks, even the chance to do social good.  In 

addition to potential income benefits, employees can also gain psychological value such 

as  greater job satisfaction, feelings of appreciation and higher self esteem. Other 

partners, including the consumers, should have improved experiences, increased 

economic value and the acquisition of skills (Ramaswamy & Gouillart, 2010).  The 

authors suggest the best way to embark on the co-creation path is to start with a small 

scope, opening a platform for two or three stakeholders to interact towards making 

improvements on one specific purpose.  After mechanisms are in place and interactions 

become regular, advancement of the co-creation approach can become more 

comprehensive.   

 Within the aboriginal and community tourism context, the idea of co-creation 

supplements my conceptualization of authenticity because both are based on greater 

interaction of stakeholders.  Thus, co-creation becomes the vehicle to put authenticity 

into action.  According to value co-creation, tribes acting as host to tourism activities 

should have an ongoing mechanism for dialogue within the tribe, creating opportunities 

for idea sharing on continued development, feedback from local participants and tourists, 

as well as regular communication with outside organizations assisting with the tourism 

initiatives.  Likewise, when the government engages local communities to develop their 

tourism industry, they should set up platforms for continual dialogue, and treat the local 
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community as an equal partner in planning and promotion.  In short, when community 

tourism initiatives take the co-creation approach, they create a more authentic 

experience for all stakeholders involved, most importantly local participants and tourists.  

 While the co-creation concept is given increasing credence in the corporate world, 

it has seldom been applied to rural tourism development studies. In addition, this study 

considers co-creation from an authenticity perspective, adding a new component to the 

usefulness of co-creation.  

Creativity Tourism  
 One of the primary push factors behind developing the co-creation method is the 

realization that "the customer is no longer interested in buying a product," but is really 

interested in the experience attached to that product (Prahalad &Ramaswamy, 2000).  

Gilmore and Pine have suggested this indicates the economy is shifting from service 

based, to experienced based.  Beyond desire for experiences, consumers are no longer 

willing to accept fabricated experiences, but want to be actively involved in the creation 

of their own experience (Gilmore & Pine, 1999) .  This is the same principle used by 

proponents of creativity tourism.  Creativity tourism is one vein of cultural tourism.  As 

defined by UNESCO, "cultural industries refers to industries which combine the creation, 

production and commercialization of creative contents which are intangible and cultural 

in nature," (UNESCO, 2006).  The term 'creative industry' is broader in scope, "including 

the cultural industries plus all cultural or artistic production, live or produced as an 

individual unit. The creative industries are those in which the product or service contains 

a substantial element of artistic or creative endeavor," (UNESCO, 2006).  Creativity 

tourism then is a leisure experience that offers tourists the opportunity to engage in 
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creative activities and tap into their own creative faculty through participation in courses 

and learning experiences which are characteristic of the holiday destination (Richards & 

Wilson, 2006).  Creative holiday activities could include painting, cooking, dancing, 

singing, crafts, music study, sculpture, jazz, geology, sports lessons, geology, or many 

more.  Richards and Wilson insist that tourism organizations promoting creative 

experiences will need to differentiate their products from competing vendors.  They 

should do this by integrating into the experience the specific creative resources of the 

location.  In other words, there must be a reason why tourists should engage in a 

specific creative activity at a specific destination.   

 In creativity tourism, there is a vital component of DIY (Do It Yourself).  By 

offering tourists the opportunity to participate in DIY activities, tourism organizations can 

blur the boundary between production and consumption, engaging consumers in co-

creation, and thus personalizing the experience (Richards & Wilson, 2006).  The 

authors explain that creativity is dependent on the tourist as co-producer and consumer, 

it is up to the tourist to reflexively interact with the environment, engage in learning and 

active skill development.   By doing so, creativity tourism can meet the need of the 

tourists to have a more active, longer lasting experience, even after the holiday is over 

because they have developed new skills, and created new value.  Richards and Wilson 

term this "the versatile tourists": the tourist who is able to create their own agenda and 

prefers to interact with local destinations to create their own cultural capital.  The 

authors have pointed out that the creativity element not only involves value creation, 

"but the creation of value. Things that we didn't want....are suddenly charmed and 

become expressive, valuable," (Richards & Wilson, 2006).  For example, a meaningless 
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mass produced souvenir becomes valuable to the tourist when it has been produced by 

himself in a DIY activity.  It comes to represent skills acquired, the knowledge of a 

different culture, and the interaction that took place.  In this manner, by moving from 

passive consumption to creative co-makership, the quality of the tourism experience is 

also improved.  At the same time, creative tourism allows for more direct interaction 

between tourists and locals, reversing the typical power roles of tourist and toured, with 

the local possessing certain expert skills or knowledge desired by the visitor.  

Furthermore, when a tourist shares his or her new knowledge, skills, or valuable 

memorabilia with others, this becomes value added for the tour operators as well, as 

what they are offering has been transformed into social and cultural capital.   

 Finally, adding a creativity component to the tourism initiative will make the 

experience more authentic.  When tourists participate in learning and skill development, 

it us up to them to create their own authentic experience.  When viewing art, listening to 

a song, or watching a dance, the reference point for determining authenticity is external; 

but by participating, by singing, dancing, making and creating, authenticity comes from 

within the participant (Richards & Wilson, 2006).  As stated by Richards and Wilson, "If 

tourists are transformed by their creative experiences, there can be no question that 

their experiences are authentic," (Richards & Wilson, 2006).  Additionally, when it is up 

to the community to serve as experts, and be teachers to their guests, they will have an 

incentive to invest in and preserve their own creative skills and traditions.  This is 

cultural preservation.  
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The Functional Model of Co-Creation 
 The foundation of co-creation and creativity is greater cooperation and interaction 

of stakeholders, which is also how we have defined authenticity.  By combining the 

concepts of value co-creation and creativity tourism, I have created a model of 

organization and communication to achieve the greatest possible authenticity, which will 

also encourage cultural preservation through the use of creative activities. With the 

principle of community first, the model I propose will also support cultural rights.  

Furthermore, as suggested by Ramaswamy and Gouillart, if co-creation and creativity 

are used in production of tourism experience it will also result in added economic and 

psychological value.  This model will serve as lens of analysis, and an ideal standard for 

development of aboriginal community based tourism. Within this context, it is necessary 

to relax the ideal of co-creation for product designed, because within tribal tourism no 

one has the right but the cultural owners to determine how to present and share their 

culture.  However, by adding in the concept of creativity, we arrive at model of narrative 

and experience co-creation, which would result in a higher degree of authenticity for all 

stakeholders.  For the reader to better understand of the model described here, a visual 

of the functional model will be presented below. 
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Functional Model of Co-Creation 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

                                  

              

 

                                                                                              

Figure 2; Functional Model of Co-Creation                                                                          
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 This model serves to put into application the theoretical conceptualizations 

defined in the literature review: cultural rights and authenticity.  Following this model will 

also set up a standard that should encourage the pull factor of the push-pull paradigm.  

In addition, a result of co-creation will be economic and psychological added value.  In 

the center these  are displayed as the goals of this co-creation model: a higher degree 

of authentic experiences, creating more value, cultural preservation (the pull factor), 

and cultural rights.   

 At the top of the model, are the preconditions to successfully to launching 

community based tribal tourism activities: differentiation and tour initiative.  As a 

principle of creativity tourism, there must be some unique product or resource available 

for people to experience. Once such a characteristic is identified, there must be 

planning and design to launch the tour initiative.  Next, the first and primary stakeholder 

is the community, this is the principle of community first.  Contained within the 

community, there should be mechanisms of a platform for exchange and 

communication, or community co-creation.  This means community members should 

have a way to share ideas, grievances, and plans for future development of the tourism 

industry through an established platform or communication channels. The indigenous 

community is also the cultural owner; so by having the community as the lead 

stakeholder in a position to direct the development and cultural sharing, cultural rights 

(as I have defined them in the literature review), will be ensured.  The components of a 

platform for co-creation should also exist linking the community to external partners. 

Such partners could include, government offices, NGOs, corporate partners, travel 

agencies or other associations.  In addition the community hosting tour activities should 
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have co-creation channels with consumers. The co-creation between the community 

and the consumer is  creativity tourism.  Host and guest participate in creative activities 

together, resulting in narrative and experience co-creation.  In some cases, the 

consumers and the community's partners may also be linked by the same mechanisms 

of platform and co-creation, such as partner travel agencies and the tourists. By 

engaging in co-creation with partners, consumers, and within the community, by 

definition authenticity will be increased.  

 In the interest of clarity, here I will concisely sum up the ways in which the 

functional model intends to meet its goals.  First, cultural rights are protected by placing 

the cultural owners, which is the tribe community, as the lead stakeholder.  This is the 

principle of community first.  Second, improved authenticity is achieved by utilizing co-

creation, i.e., greater communication between stakeholders.  The third and fourth goals, 

cultural preservation and added value, are pursued through several functions of the 

model.  First, with the ability to determine their own experience, cultural owners can 

decide how to prepare and share cultural skills and knowledge.  Sharing cultural can 

bolster self-value and pride in indigenous identity.  This is psychological value.  Second, 

through creative activities, locals become experts and teachers.  In order to be effective 

instructors, locals need to master their cultural skills and knowledge.  This is not only 

skill development and therefore added economic value, but also a means of cultural 

preservation. 
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Research Questions 
 Based on the theoretical conceptualization arrived at in the literature review, and 

the proposed functional model above, this study will investigate three research 

questions.   

Research Question 1 

As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, government agencies have been known 

to use the tourism industry as a path to development, seeking to catch up less 

developed peripheral areas with the center.  Known government bodies taking part in 

promoting aboriginal tourism include the Tourism Bureau and the Council of Indigenous 

Peoples. The Tourism Bureau has included indigenous images and itineraries in 

Destination Taiwan national tourism strategy (Hunter, 2011).  The Council of Indigenous 

Peoples, which is dedicated to the overall development of indigenous communities, also 

offers also offers various types of business training, loans,  technology and artistic 

development planning.  However, unfortunately information on exactly how and which 

kind of support small community tourism enterprises receive from government bodies is 

not publically available.  Community  tourism endeavors may receive support from 

various government agencies, or they may be completely community run and supported.  

Research question 1 seeks to better understand the government role in supporting the 

development of community based tourism experiences in tribe environments.  By 

extension, research question 1 also serves to measure the extent to which government 

bodies are facilitators of authentic experiences by using co-creation, and protectors of 

cultural rights by adhering to a principle of community first.  Research question 1 is as 

follows: 
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 RQ1: How does government assist with development of local tourism industry? 

Does the government utilize the principle of co-creation, treating the community as an 

equal partner and the primary stakeholder?  

Research Question 2 

As has been a reoccurring theme through the literature review and the proposed 

functional model of co-creation, the local community should be at the center of any rural 

tourism development initiatives.  As suggested with introduction of the co-creation 

model, the best way maximize authenticity while increasing economic and cultural 

benefits is for inclusive communication and exchange of ideas via established platforms 

for the said purpose.  The second research question serves to measure to what extent 

tribe communities determine their own experience, and maximizes authenticity by using 

co-creation within the tribe.  The second research question is as follows:  

RQ2: How do communities organize for tourism development purposes? Do 

communities utilize the principle of co-creation in community organizing and cooperation 

with outside partners ?  

Research Question 3 

As defined in the conceptualization to theoretical question 1, a key component of 

authenticity is communication and negotiation between stakeholders.  In the introduction 

of co-creation and creativity tourism, it was elaborated that one such means of 

increased interaction between stakeholders is creativity tourism.  In creativity tourism 

there are hands on learning experiences for tourists, teaching opportunities for locals,  

and increased interaction between hosts and guests.  This increases authenticity of 

experience via exchange and interaction, and provides opportunities for cultural 
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preservation through teaching and learning roles (this is the pull factor of the push-pull 

paradigm).  Teacher and learner roles should also result in added value for both locals 

and visitors because this is considered to be skill development.  Research question 

three is as follows:  

RQ3: How does the tribe interact with tourists? Are there aspects of creativity tourism 

within the experience?  

Visual Representation of Research Questions 
Research 
Question  

Concept Names  Theoretical 
Definition 

Operational 
Definition 
(indicators) 

RQ1: Does the 
government utilize 
the principle of co-
creation, treating 
the community as 
an equal partner 
and primary 
stakeholder? 

CoC- Co-Creation  
 
 

CoC-Creating 
rewarding 
experiecnes  via 
greater 
interacation and 
collaboration 
among 
stakeholders in 
designing and 
developing the 
product.   

CoC- Established 
channels of regular 
communication; a 
platform for 
exchange; 
mechanism for 
feedback, ability to 
determines one's 
own experience 

RQ2: Do 
communities 
utilize the principle 
of co-creation in 
intra-community 
organization, and 
with outside 
partners ? 

CoC- Co Creation  

 

Com- Community 

Coc- see above 

Com- group of 
people living in a 
shared space with 
a shared fate. 

CoC- Established 
channels of regular 
communication; a 
platform for 
exchange; 
mechanism for 
feedback, ability to 
determines one's 
own experience 

RQ3: How does the 
tribe interact with 
tourists? Are there 
aspects of 
creativity tourism 
within the 
experience? 

CT- Creativity 
Tourism  

CT- active learning 
experiences and 
skill development 
which are 
characteristic of 
the holiday 
destination 

CT- visitor as 
learner; local as 
teacher, location 
specific creative 
resources, DIY 
activities 

Figure 3; Visual Representation of Research Questions 
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Data Collection  
 Based on the purpose of the research questions: reaching a higher level of 

understanding of organization for co-creation, and creativity qualities in tourism 

initiatives, qualitative methods are most appropriate.  Design aspects are borrowed from 

Lincoln and Guba's naturalistic inquiry paradigm, which takes the position that there are 

multiple constructed realities, that can only be studied holistically. Valerie Janesick 

elaborates, "Qualitative research is not constructed to prove something or to control 

people.  It looks at the larger picture, the whole picture, and begins with a search for 

understanding of the whole," (Janesick, 2000).  Understanding organization and 

development of indigenous community tourism initiatives is the primary objective of the 

research for this study.   

 Data was collected via methodological triangulation: a qualitative method that 

involves multiple methods of gathering data, including interviews, review of documents, 

observation and field notes (Denzin, 1978).  Norman Denzin, the mastermind behind 

triangulation, explains that qualitative research is inherently multi-method in focus.  

Utilizing methodological triangulation allows for a broader scope of research, and will 

result in a more full exploration of the research questions, yielding more rich and 

comprehensive understanding and explanations of the phenomena.  The first method 

used in this study was in-depth individual interviews with key informants.   

 Through contacts with key informants, the author also gained access to internal 

government and NGO documents and presentations, which were used to verify 

information collected during interviews.  To test the application of the proposed 

functional model and answer the second and third research questions, two field sites 
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were selected for the study: FuShan  Tribe (福山部落）and Le Shui Tribe (樂水部落).  

At the field sites, the author was able to interview community leaders and observe 

tourism itineraries and activities.  While researching in the two tribes, periodic and 

detailed field notes were produced for later reference.  

 Before conducting one-on-one interviews a discussion questions reference index 

was drafted based on the theoretical conceptions defined, and indicators of the 

proposed functional model of co-creation and creativity.  For each different informant, 

the discussion questions reference index was slightly modified depending on if it was 

directed at a community leader, a government partner, or a non-governmental partner.  

However, the content and concepts of the questions remained the same.  The Appendix 

of this paper includes a sample of the discussion questions reference index, with 

questions broken down into four categories based on components of the proposed 

functional model: 1) Tour Initiative; 2) Co-creation/Platform Within the Community; 3) 

Co-creation/Platform with Partners; and 4) Differentiation/ Creativity and Co-creation 

with Tourists.  All interviews were conducted in Chinese and recorded, and later 

transcribed into English by the author or translation assistants.  After initial interviews, 

follow-up to gather additional information and clarify was carried out through phone, 

email and messenger applications.  At the conclusion of this section is a table detailing 

informants as sources of information, to the extent that participant anonymity will allow.   

 Fontana and Frey have described in-depth individual interview as one of the 

most powerful tools for gathering information on human beings and related social 

phenomena (2000).  As explained by Babbi (2007), the qualitative interview is "based 

on a set of topics to be discussed in-depth rather than based on the use of standardized 
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questions" set in stone (Babbie, 2007).   In-depth individual interviews permits 

spontaneity, flexibility, and responsiveness, while still suitable for targeted discussions 

(Fontana & Frey, 2000).  In-depth personal interviews also allows for unrestricted one-

on-one communication, where peer pressures and social desirablity bias are greatly 

diminished.  Participants of in-depth individual interviews are more likely to discuss a 

range of ideas and topics, and speak on more sensitive topics than those in moderated 

or unmoderated  focus groups (Kaplowitz, 2000).  Babbie suggests that field research 

and in-depth interviews are innately valid because the researcher and the subject can 

easily reach a common understanding, whereas survey and experimental 

measurements are often criticized as superficial (Babbie, 2007).  

 Other qualitative researchers propose throwing out the term of validity altogether, 

arguing that it is construct of the positivist paradigm for quantitative studies, and is 

inappropriately applied to qualitative pursuits of naturalistic studies (Lincoln and 

Guba,1985, p. 18).  Rather, in qualitative studies the researcher is working with 

descriptions and explanations, and tries to see if the explanation fits the description.  Or, 

more simply put, is the description credible? (Janesick, 2000).  For this reason, many 

qualitative researchers have moved away from the term validity, and instead chose to 

measure their work in terms of credibility and transferability.  Lincoln and Guba suggest 

that credibility is met by using established and proper methods,  such as persistent 

observation, researcher familiarity with the research topic and research sites, and 

triangulation (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 301,).  In the naturalistic inquiry paradigm 

transferability is substituted for external validity, the latter which would be impossible to 

claim because no two social contexts and their phenomena are the same (Lincoln and 
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Guba, 1985, p.316).  Therefore, the transferability of a working hypothesis depends on 

"the degree of similarity between sending and receiving contexts," (Lincoln and Guba, 

1985, p.316).  In other words, it is not a useful exercise to discuss the generalizability of 

a working hypothesis without considering the characteristics of the environment it is to 

be generalized to. 

   Valerie Janesick introduced the term methodolatry, a combination of method and 

idolatry, that is  the idolatry defending the research method.  She aptly points out that 

within social sciences there is too often an obsession with selecting and defending 

methods utilized, "to the exclusion of the actual substance of the story being told," or 

"slavish attachment and devotion to method that overtakes the discourse," (Janesick, 

2000).  So as to avoid methodolatry, less it overshadow the actual value and 

understandings reached by this study, we will conclude this section here and move on 

to discuss findings.  
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Informants to the Study 

Participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Affiliation  Council of 
Indigenous 
Peoples,  

Central 
government 
Office  

原住民族委

員會 

Council of 
Indigenous 
Peoples,  

County 
Office 

縣原住民

事務所 

 

Tourism 
Bureau  

Central 
Government  
Office 

交通部觀光

局 

Tourism 
Bureau  

Central 
Government 
Office 

交通部觀光

局 

Tourism 
Bureau 

Eastern 
District 
Office 

交通部觀

光局 

東部區 

Taiwan 
Fund 
For 
Children 
and 
Families, 

New 
Taipei 
City  

家扶基金

會 

Department  Economic 
Development 

經濟發展處 

Lifestyle 
Guidance 

生活輔導 

Technical 
Division  

科技組 

Technical 
Division  

科技組 

Technical 
Division  

科技組 

Section 
for 
Children 
and 
Families 

Title Economic 
Development 
Specialist 

經濟發展 

專門委員 

Lifestyle 
Guidance 
Specialist  

生活輔導

員 

Section 
Chief  

科長 

Technical 
Specialist 

技正 

Technical 
Specialist 

技正 

Social 
Worker  

社工員 

Participant 7 8 9 

Affiliation FuShan  Tribe 

福山部落 

Le Shui Tribe 

樂水部落 

Le Shui Tribe  
 
樂水 

Department    Community Tour Organization 
社區旅遊組織 
 

Title Community Leader Community Leader  Package Promotion 旅遊推動 
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Figure 4; Informants to the Study 

Findings 
 

 RQ1: How does government assist with development of local tourism industry? 

Does the government utilize the principle of co-creation, treating the community as an 

equal partner and primary stakeholder?  

 In gathering information pertinent to Research Question 1, primary sources 

included informants affiliated with the central government's Council of Indigenous 

Peoples, the county office of the Council of Indigenous Peoples, the central 

government's Tourism Bureau as well as examples of policy execution in the Tourism 

Bureau's Eastern District.  The necessary information was confirmed in interviews with 

community leaders in Le Shui Tribe and FuShan  tribe.   

Council of Indigenous Peoples  
 The Council of Indigenous Peoples promotes tribal tourism under the concept of  

Deep Tribe Tour (部落深度旅遊), branded as Tribe Heart Travel (部落心旅行). The idea 

behind Deep Tribe Tour, is that tourists should have more than just a surface level 

experience with the local tribe and its culture.  An informant with the central 

government's Council of Indigenous Peoples explained, "It's not like going to the 

amusement park, you buy the ticket, play for a few hours and leave. We want this to be 

a lasting experience for people," (Economic Development Specialist, Council of 

Indigenous Peoples, personal communication, May 5, 2016).1  Therefore, in designing 

the tour experience, they encourage the minimum amount of time for an itinerary to be 

1 This source will hereafter be cited in the abbreviated form (EDS-CIP, Personal Communication, May 5, 2016)  
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to consume three meals in the tribe.  Most ideal would be one night and 2 days, or two 

nights.  Longer trips can also be scheduled depending on the desires of the participating 

tourists.  In promoting Deep Tribe Tours the Council of Indigenous Peoples hopes to 

strengthen the image of aboriginal peoples.  As put by an informant with the central 

government's Council of Indigenous Peoples, "If people stay in the tribe a while, we can 

start to reverse stereotypes of aboriginals. Such as they are lazy, or they drink a lot. 

Actually, aboriginal people are very passionate, industrious and hard working," (EDS-

CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016).    

 Tribe Heart Tours was chosen as the branding tool because it captures the idea 

that host and guest should have higher level of interaction, and really understand each 

other.  As explained by one informant, when tourists go for aboriginal tour experience, 

they can live the life of a local: "You can eat with us, sing and dance with us, gather 

plants in the forest, row boats or go fishing. You can learn weaving, or pick and process 

millet rice," (EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016). The Council of 

Indigenous Peoples views traditional knowledge as a very important resource for 

development.  In designing tours, local people can share their ancient knowledge of 

ecosystems, hunting and gathering and farming.  An informant with the central 

government's Council of Indigenous Peoples expressed that by sharing such practices, 

they can also work against misconceptions of indigenous lifestyle: "It is not the case that 

aboriginal people indiscriminately hunt and fish. Through tourism, we can enlighten 

others about true traditional hunting practices and culture," (EDS-CIP, personal 

communication, May 5, 2016).   
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 The goal of Deep Tribe Tourism is to allow for economic development and 

cultural preservation, and create opportunities for young people.  An informant with the 

central government's Council of Indigenous Peoples pointed out that, "If there are job 

opportunities for young people, they will return to the tribe. If there are young people in 

the tribe, the culture can be passed on to the next generation, and elders will be cared 

for," (EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016).  Another goal of Deep Tribe 

Tourism is to be able to maintain a high standard of tourism products experiences.  

According to an informant, in order to maintain a high standard of tourism product, they 

must ensure the tourism experience remains unique from Han tourism products.  

Therefore, in designing tourism experiences, a core value is to not change the original 

lifestyle and methods of the indigenous community (EDS-CIP, Personal Communication, 

May 5, 2016).  

 The Council of Indigenous People's has two methods of assisting communities 

for tourism development. The first is for the local community to develop a Demonstration 

Area (示範區).  Under this method, the tourism resource must first be identified, whether 

it be agriculture, creative culture, hot springs, eco-tours ect.  An informant affiliated with 

the central government's Indigenous People's Council indicated that this type of 

demonstration area is usually proposed and designed at the local government level (地

方政府), then a design and operations plan will be submitted to the central government.  

If the design plan is in line with the policy values and standards of Deep Tribe Tour (部

落深度旅遊), the community can apply to receive budget and training courses to put 

their tourism initiative into operation (EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016).  

The second method is case delegation.  The government may have plans to host 
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certain festivals, promotion events, or open up short term tour itineraries.  Communities 

that have the facilities, motivation and ability can take on the project.  The government 

will help them design the tour experience and put it into place, and the tribe can begin to 

accept tourists.  This second method is likely to benefit tribes that have existing tourism 

facilities and experience, and may only be a short term project.  However, increased 

attention and visitors for the duration of the project can give a financial and marketing 

boost to communities that would like to further develop their tourism economy.   

 Based on the information collected during this study, the Council of Indigenous 

Peoples' process of developing community tourism initiatives from will be described 

here.  Before a community can consider hosting tourists, they must identify or create 

some unique characteristics to distinguish themselves, which will serve as the tourism 

resource.  This is product differentiation.  As a first step to initiating tourism activities in 

partnership with the government, there must be a consensus meeting (共識會).  The 

platform for the consensus process should be a local organization existing in the tribe, 

such as the Community Development Association.  As a prerequisite for partnering with 

government bodies, all tribes are required to have established a Community 

Development Association (Lifestyle Guidance Counselor-County Office of Council of 

Indigenous Peoples, personal communication, May 20, 2016).2  During the consensus 

process, the government tries to instill in the tribe that they must maintain tourism 

service standards, and protect traditional culture, because this is the resource that 

tourists come to experience.  In the consensus meeting, a majority of the community 

must consent to the opening of tourism activities.  Through the community organization, 

2 This source will hereafter be cited in abbreviated form: (LGC-CCIP, Personal Communication, May 20, 2016).  
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it is up to each tribe design their own system for use  or distribution of profits from the 

tourism initiative.  Some funds may be used for local construction or infrastructure 

projects, others for social welfare projects.  An informant insisted that there would 

always be public benefits, because the consensus meeting should have already 

designed a mechanism to use the funds (EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 

2016).   

 Following achievement of consensus, operational matters must be tended to.  

There will be a survey of the area, and professionals will consider how to improve the 

environment and the traffic to make tourism possible.  There should be a creative plan 

for a tour itinerary to host tourists, of at least two days and one night.  There must be 

registration of several local tour guides willing to commit to accept training, and serve in 

that role when accepting tourists.  There must be a guidance teacher hired for 

instruction on traditional arts and crafts and DIY activities.  The instructor may be from 

the tribe or elsewhere, so long as they are qualified with appropriate traditional 

knowledge.  There must be a plan submitted for offering tribal cuisine, and a food 

industry professional enlisted to assist in the design process.  Then, there must be 

registration of guesthouses or home stays and evidence of sanitation facilities and 

emergency medical equipment (EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016).  

After all of this is worked into the design plan, many participants will be required to 

enroll in training courses offered by the government  in order to obtain the relevant 

certificates, such as food preparation hygiene, or tour guide.  An informant affiliated with 

the central government's office of the Council of Indigenous Peoples stressed the 

importance of properly training the local tour guide, because this is how outsiders come 
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to learn about traditional culture(EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016).   

Only after all necessary certificates and licenses are accounted for, will the government 

assist the community in executing the tourism plan through promotion, recruiting tourists, 

and partnering with travel agencies  (LGC-CCIP, personal communication, May 20, 

2016). 

 In Northern and Eastern Taiwan, many Tribe Heart Tours are carried out by Lion 

Travel Agency.  The government creates the opportunity for the community organization 

to meet with representative of the travel agency, so they can plan execution of the tour 

experience together.  Initially, it was difficult for the Council of Indigenous Peoples to 

find travel agencies willing to package tribal tour experiences into itineraries because of 

the potential difficulty of extracting a profit.  Many tribes are in remote areas, with 

inconvenient transportation and basic facilities, creating challenges to market this 

product to consumers.  However, the Council took several steps to secure partners to 

help tribes begin accepting tourists: first they by partnered with the Taiwan Rail 

Company (台鐵) to arrange preferential ticket purchasing, and design a dedicated Tribe 

Heart Travel train car; second they offered some financial incentives to travel agencies, 

and lastly they emphasized the new and unique value of tribe tour experiences (EDS-

CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016). The Council of Indigenous Peoples has 

also partnered with the Tourism Bureau, which has many existing connections with 

travel agencies in Taiwan, and abroad.  

 Under the principles Deep Tribe Tour (部落深度旅遊), each tour group should be 

less than 20 people.  This ensures minimal impact to the local environment, as well as 
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the quality of the tour experience, because tourists can have more close interaction with 

their hosts.  For these reasons, informants from the Council of Indigenous Peoples 

expressed that it would be best for tribes to stick to small scale demonstration area 

tourism, and avoid mass tourism.  However, informants also pointed out that the Council 

of Indigenous Peoples is a government body, and not a business.  Therefore, after 

launch of the tourism product, the Council is largely hands off (EDS-CIP, personal 

communication, May 5, 2016).  It is up the community and its partners to oversee the 

continued development of the tourism initiative, and if the tribe chooses to change the 

tourism itinerary or its content, that is the right of the members participating.   

 Between the two methods for developing community tourism initiatives,  

Demonstration Area and Project Delegation, it is the former that is more in line with the 

proposed model of co-creation.  Initiation of a Demonstration Area starts at the 

grassroots level, with local people participating in conception and planning of the tour 

initiative.  The platform for co-creation would be a local community organization, such 

as a Community Development Association.  Through this platform stakeholders can 

cooperate; participants may include the community members, government 

representatives, travel agencies, and guidance professionals.  However, after launch of 

the tourism initiative, the Council of Indigenous Peoples bows out as a stakeholder, and 

will only remain involved if and when short term projects are underway.  This shows 

strong value for the principle of community first, because it leaves control and 

development in local hands.  However, less interaction during continued development of 

the product experience diverges from the ideal of co-creation.  
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Tourism Bureau 
 The Tourism Bureau's scope of responsibility is much larger than that of the 

Council of Indigenous People, with Tribal Tourism only accounting for a small part of the 

allocation of their budget and resources.  That being said, it is also a much larger 

government department, with more experience promoting tourism, and more partners to 

collaborate with.  Starting from 2010 the Tourism Bureau began to organize teams 

specifically tasked with reviewing and promoting aboriginal based tourism.  To enhance 

cooperation and support the mission of the Indigenous Peoples Council, the Tourism 

Bureau established platform in the form of a biannual meeting: "Tourism Bureau 

Indigenous Peoples' Areas Tourism Promotion Conference" (交通部觀光局原住民地區

觀光推動會).  The first conference was held in 2012.  According to informants in the 

central government's Tourism Bureau, the purpose of the meeting is to bring together 

various government departments involved in indigenous area development projects 

(Section Chief-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 2016).3  Participants 

at the meeting include the co-hosts: the Tourism Bureau and the Council of Indigenous 

Peoples, in addition to the Ministry of Culture, Construction and Planning Agency of the 

Ministry of Interior responsible for National Parks Indigenous Areas, the Council of 

Agriculture of the Executive Yuan and the Forestry Bureau, the Ministry of Labor, and 

the Youth Development Administration of the Ministry of Education (Tourism Bureau, 

MOTC, 2013).  During the conferences, representatives will report on and coordinate 

projects, as well as ensure that budget allocation does not overlap.  Every two years the 

Tourism Bureau will compile a report entitled "Indigenous Peoples' Areas Tourism 

3 This source will hereafter be cited in abbreviated form: (SC-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 
2016).  
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Promotion Results," detailing the promotion activities and the results reported in the 

meetings.  The biannual conference and biennial publication of results is an excellent 

example of establishing a platform for co-creation, and channels of exchange.  However, 

one glaring shortcoming is the absence of any tribal community representatives in the 

meeting.  Based on our theorization and functional model, the community should be the 

most important stakeholder in development of rural tourism initiatives.  To achieve the 

ideal of model co-creation community representatives should be present to share their 

experiences and ideas regarding continued tourism development.   

 Like the Council of Indigenous Peoples, the Tourism Bureau has two methods for 

engaging aboriginal communities in tourism development, identified as mass tourism 

and niche tourism.  For mass tourism, the Tourism Department will first hire 

professionals to do a survey of the area to see what modifications are necessary.  After 

the assessment the Bureau will provide advising and budget for necessary hardware 

improvements, there will be environmental clean-up, and participants will under-go 

some training in preparation to host large-scale tourism activities.  For niche tourism, 

the engagement process is similar to that of Council of Indigenous Peoples for 

developing a demonstration area.   

 The first step to developing niche tourism activities is identifying any special 

characteristics that can serve as the foundation for tourism.  If there is indication of such 

resources, the Bureau will send personnel "to investigate if it's worth developing," (SC-

Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 2016).  Once the department has 

decided to investigate a locality for tourism development, they will use a process of 

appraisal.  The bureau's concept chart of appraisal is recreated and translated below:  
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Concept Chart of Appraisal 

 

Figure 5; Tourism Bureau Concept Chart of Appraisal4                                  Adapted from Tourism Bureau, Eastern District, 2012 

(Eastern District, Tourism Bureau, 2012 internal report, personal communication, May 19, 2016)5                                 

During the appraisal process, the Tourism Bureau teams carrying out the investigation 

will consult with potential community partners to judge local interest level and gather the 

necessary information (Technical Specialist, Central Government Tourism Bureau, 

4 Based on the rest of the model, we can infer that center concept of sustainable tourism is not to be understood 
as community based tourism designed to preserve natural and cultural resources while offering economic 
advancement, which we have discussed earlier; but more simply the feasibility for a successful tourism initiative.  
5 This source will hereafter be cited in abbreviated form: (ED-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 
2016)  
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personal Communication, May 19, 2106).6  However the appraisal process is an internal 

operation of the Tourism Bureau, and the last concept circle, level of satisfaction, is 

understood to be the Bureau's level of satisfaction with community's niche tourism 

potential.  After passing the internal appraisal process, the Bureau will form an alliance 

with the community via a consensus agreement process.  During this process, they 

introduce the department's findings and suggestions for tourism development of the 

locality.  An informant affiliated with the Tourism Bureau's Eastern District indicated that 

design for each tourism initiative will be different for each tribe due to differences in 

traffic and transport, industry capacity, budget concerns, and the ambitions of the local 

people (ED-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 2016).  In constructing 

the community tourism structure the Tourism Bureau will use the below model as a 

guide for including five core industry components and distinguishing unique tourism 

resources:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 This source will hereafter be cited in abbreviated form: (TS-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 
2016).  
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Construction of Community Tourism 

 

Figure 6;  Tourism Bureau Model for Constructing Community Tourism - Adapted from Tourism Bureau, Eastern District, 2012 

(Eastern District, Tourism Bureau, 2012 internal report, personal communication, May 19, 2016) 

                                                                                  

First they must identify the tribe's special characteristics.  Whether it be cultural 

characteristics or the natural environment, they will use these qualities to create the 

situational model, which will later become the foundation of the tribe's brand.  Then, in 

order to ensure the tourism structure is profitable and effective the following will be 

planned into the itinerary infrastructure:  accommodation facilities and services, arts and 

crafts displays and activities, culture exhibition and performance, a guided tour, dining 

facilities and services.  The Tourism Bureau maintains that carrying out the tourism plan 
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under this model will result in the most benefit for the tribe, but also the highest 

satisfaction for tourists.  Informants suggested that tourism would improve the local 

economy because it is local businesses and residents providing all the services, 

including food and beverage, home stay, singing and dancing, and guided tours (ED-

Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 2016).  

 After the tour plan is complete, the Tourism Bureau will create an exploratory 

group (踩綫團) for a trial run of the tour.  The exploratory group may contain bloggers 

and journalists, in addition to a PR firm which will recruit participants to par take in the 

tribe's tour activities.  Responses to info published by the bloggers and the PR firm, as 

well as feedback from the first several groups of tour participants will be used to refine 

the tour plan (SC-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 19, 2016).  The final 

step is to link the tour plan with a travel agency for packaging and promoting.  The 

stated operational goals of the Tourism Bureau in development of tribal tourism are as 

follows: renewal of local businesses, to import creative travel products, effective 

business promotion, and finally establishment of a brand (ED-Tourism Bureau, personal 

communication, May 19, 2016).  Informants in the Tourism Bureau indicated that 

continuous feedback from tourists was done primarily through facebook fan pages, and 

questionnaires distributed by the travel agency to investigate the tourists level of 

satisfaction with their experience (TS-Tourism Bureau, personal communication, May 

19, 2016).  Feed back on facebook fan pages could include Tourism Bureau fan page, 

the travel agency fan page, or the tribe's own fan page.  The questionnaires combined 

with sharing and feedback on facebook can be considered indicators of co-creation 

between consumer and supplying stakeholders.    
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RQ1 Findings Analysis   
 Informants from both the Tourism Bureau and the Council of Indigenous Peoples 

suggested that at the outset of engaging tribes for tourism development, most often they 

have little concept of business planning or marketing.  What they have is their natural 

and cultural resources.  Therefore, it is necessary for the government to arrange for 

advisors to assist with tour design, analysis of logistical considerations, packaging and 

branding, as well as provide courses to get locals to effectively prepared to interact with 

guests in a tourism setting.  Government direction from above in this manner moves 

away from the ideal the functional model, which has the community as the top 

stakeholder with the ability to control their own experience.  However, due to the 

industry knowledge and resource in-balance between tribe and government partners, 

this structure may be necessary for the creation of successful tourism initiatives.  

Additionally, top-down design structure may be mediated by the consensus agreement 

process, allowing the community greater control of their own experience.   

 Based on the information gathered, it can be said that the Council of Indigenous 

Peoples more closely fits into the functional model proposed in this study, adhering to a 

principle of community first.  Evidence for this lies in the fact that under the method of 

constructing a Demonstration Area, the Council of Indigenous Peoples allows the 

locality to approach them with a plan for tourism development.  This means that the 

path of co-creation is initiated at the grassroots level.  In this manner, the Council of 

Indigenous Peoples is a protector of cultural rights.  The path of initiating a co-creation 

partnership for development is opposite under the Tourism Bureau's method of niche 

tourism, with the Bureau approaching the tribe with their own plan first, and encouraging 

the community to adopt their plans and suggestions.  However, while the Council of 
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Indigenous Peoples bows out as a stakeholder, the Tourism Bureau is more likely to 

remain involved in continued development of the tourism initiative.  This is indicative of 

ongoing channels of communication, which is more reflective of the original co-creation 

concept.   

 Other subtle differences in approach can be seen in the design of tour content.  

The Tourism Bureau is willing to make use of the strategy of "importing creative travel 

products," to make the itinerary more appealing to urban consumers.  Whereas the 

Council of Indigenous Peoples has indicated a preference for using existing resources 

as a demonstration of living habits and lifestyle, so as not to disturb the original 

economy and practices of the tribe.  Another small conflict is seen on mass tourism.  

Under the principles of Deep Tribe Tour, the Council of Indigenous Peoples insists that 

tour groups should be no more than 20 people in order to limit negative culture and 

environmental impacts.  The Tourism Bureau seems to have no such stated principle, 

and even identifies one of their tribe tourism development methods as mass tourism.  

However, I suspect that even under Council of Indigenous Peoples, the ideal for small 

scale tours is not always lived up to, as their method of case delegation seems to 

suggest concessions for short term high volume tourist traffic.  One common point that 

both government bodies have, is that both have emphasized the benefit to local 

communities in creating job opportunities.  Job opportunities in tribe areas may draw 

young people back, providing the possibility for culture to be passed on to the next 

generation.  Recognition of job opportunities for young people in tribal areas as vitally 

important to cultural preservation suggests the government interest in pursuing the pull 

factor of the push-pull paradigm in their engagement for tourism development.   
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 Lastly, approaches of both the Council of Indigenous Peoples and the Tourism 

Bureau fit the functional model's requirement for tribe differentiation.  Both government 

bodies cited identification of unique characteristics or resources as an initial step in 

tourism development planning.    

 

RQ2: How do communities organize for tourism development purposes? Do 

communities utilize the principle of co-creation in community organizing and cooperation 

with outside partners ? 

 This research question will be answered by means of comparison of the 

organization structure for tourism development of two tribal communities: Le Shui Tribe 

(樂水部落) and FuShan  Tribe (福山部落).  The primary source of information was 

interview with community leaders, with support info gathered from interview and 

documents of T.F.C.F (家扶基金會).  

Le Shui  
 Le Shui Tribe is in Yilan County (宜蘭縣), Da Tong Township (大同鄉).  In 

branding strategy, the tribe identifies itself as "Forgotten Le Shui" (被遺忘的樂水). This 

marketing slogan comes from the tribes history, as a formerly bustling hub of the lumber 

trade during the Japanese era.  In 1978 the lumber railroad was damaged by a typhoon, 

and shortly thereafter decommissioned by the KMT government, severing the most 

important economic and transport link to Le Shui.  For the following 20 years, there 

were no proper roads linking Le Shui to the more developed areas of Yilan.  With limited 

education facilities and economic opportunities, the tribe experienced an outflow of 

young people and working age people.  However, 10 years ago the road to Le Shui was 
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improved, and in 2008 the Community Development Association (社區發展協會)was 

established (LGC-CCIP, personal communication, May 20, 2016).  With a key leader in 

place at the Community Development Association, the tribe began make changes to 

their agriculture industry, and strategizing for tourism development.  According to the 

community leader interviewed, the tribe planned and developed tourism strategy for 3 

years, and only began to accept tourists 3 or 4 years ago (Le Shui Community leader, 

personal communication, May 21, 2016). 

 One of the first steps the tribe took to revitalize the local economy was a gradual 

shift to organic agriculture methods.  The community leader interviewed explained that 

they gradually expanded organic production, household by household:  "First, we invited 

the priest to try to grow his rice organically.  We supported him with resources and 

funds from the community.  After he was successful, other households began to join in," 

(Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 2016).  Eventually the 

tribe reached majority level of production by organic methods.  This is an example of 

how the tribe has cultivated their own unique characteristic, which will also be important 

for differentiation as a tourism resource.  In designing their tour itinerary Le Shui hopes 

to include three core aspects of experience to tourists: agricultural rest and recreation, 

eco-tours, and culture sharing.  Specific activities will be elaborated on in answering 

research question 3.   Other local tourism resources include a bat cave, which 

developed in a tunnel after decommissioning of the railroad.  To expand the tour 

offering they try to work in nearby interest points into the tour itinerary, including 

excursions to Tai Ping Shan (太平山), and a forest recreation area containing giant 

Formosan Cypress trees. These are all aspects of tribe differentiation.  
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 Just as with the organic production, the community leader explained that all plans 

for start locally, and once some basic progress is made, they can apply for government 

subsidy to expand: "If you are not doing anything, the government will not help you. But 

if the tribe takes some actions, the government will look and see, and say 'ok you have 

started this, we can assist you now'," (Le Shui Community leader, personal 

communication, May 21, 2016).  According to the community leader, the first 

government agency the tribe cooperated with was the County Government (縣政府).  

However, there are many opportunities to cooperate with various government bodies, 

depending on which industry the tribe is developing and which event they are planning.  

The tribe has partnered with, and or applied for funding from the County Business and 

Tourism Department (工商旅遊處),  Forestry Bureau (林務局), the Township Office (鄉

公所), and the Council of Agriculture (行政院農業委員會) and its subsidiary the 

Agricultural Improvement Bureau (各區農業改良場) (Le Shui Community leader, 

personal communication, May 21, 2016). 

 The community leader interviewed expressed that the tribe usually works with the 

government through its various community associations.  Its largest umbrella 

organization is the Community Development Association (CDA).  They also have an 

Agricultural Production and Marketing Group (農業產銷班), establishment of which has 

been encouraged by the Agriculture Improvement Bureau so that small landowners can 

cooperate to improve bargaining power when selling their produce on the market.  The 

community's Agricultural Production and Marketing Group also makes applying for 

government subsidy more effective.  Another important community association is the 
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Cultural Promotion Organization.  In the Cultural Promotion Organization they invite 

elders and youth to come and participate in cultural work.  The elders can act as the 

group's teachers and advisors, passing on their cultural knowledge to younger 

generations.  They hold classes to practice traditional singing and dancing.  The 

community leader relayed that it was the sincere hope that young people would 

enthusiastically join these activities (Le Shui Community leader, personal 

communication, May 21, 2016).  The Cultural Promotion Group also includes aspects of 

tourism development, as they host tourism seminars, and provide a structure to practice 

traditional culture such as song and dance that will serve as a tourism resource.  These 

community organizations are for both community cooperation and exchange, as well the 

tool the facilitate assistance and exchange with outside partners.  Therefore the 

community organizations can be identified as the platform for co-creation within the 

functional model.  There is co-creation among residents through participation in 

community organizations, and co-creation with government bodies and travel agencies 

facilitated through those same organizations.  This presence of co-creation makes an 

important contribution to developing authentic experiences for community members. 

 In cooperating with government bodies, it is up to the tribe to submit a 

development for approval.  If approved, the tribe should agree to adhere to the 

government's policies for tourism development through a consensus agreement process.  

Some demands of the consensus process may include the follow: that there be no 

constructions, digging or excavation on the mountain areas so as to reduce chance of 

landslides, to avoid over-commercialization in order to protect original culture, increase 

use of organic farming methods, and to control the number of visitors hosted at any one 
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time.  The community leader, who supplied this information during an interview, 

indicated that for the most part the tribe was easily able to agree on these conditions, 

because such policies are also beneficial to the tribe (Le Shui Community leader, 

personal communication, May 21, 2016). One important area where the government 

offers assistance is funding for courses related to tourism development.  The community 

leader relayed that "the tribe's business knowledge is not as good as it might be in city 

areas. Development of the tourism industry is slow, and we learn business skills and 

know-how step by step," (Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 

2016).  However, in its development plan submitted to the government, the community 

may also determine what kind of training they need to further local development goals.  

Within the plan, the community makes a course schedule and proposes course content.  

If government funding is obtained, they can hire a teacher and execute the class.  For 

some classes related to tribal culture, they can recruit local elders as the teacher, for 

other classes they recruit experts from outside the tribe.  Community design in this 

manner demonstrates the community is seizing the ability to determine their own 

experience, thereby strengthening their authenticity of experience. 

 Even amidst community development and improvement, the community leader 

interviewed recognized the risk of conflict:   

 It is hoped that through the community associations everyone will be given a 

 voice, and the chance to participate.  However, some people will not be 

 interested, or do not wish to attend training classes, and host tourists.  When 

 people don't participate, they do not receive the benefit of additional salary.  This 
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 can create stratification within the community, with non-participants witnessing 

 benefits of those participating, but not sharing it.   

 (Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 2016). 

 
In heading off such issues, the community leader expressed that first and foremost, they 

invite all community members to attend meetings and participate in tourism 

development activities.  He elaborated that "even when some are not willing or able to 

participate, we can look after their children, and allow their children to participate. This 

way, some members of their family are receiving benefits."  Another method to reach 

out to those community members not directly involved is to help them sell their products 

during tour events.  Lastly, and most importantly, the Community Development 

Association has established a community fund.  Some portion of tourism profits will be 

put into the fund and fed back into the community.  The fund is used to finance care 

programs for children and elders, as well as upkeep of the community and environment 

(Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 2016).  Therefore, there 

is a public welfare aspect to the tourism initiatives in Le Shui.    

 In an excellent example of government - community co-creation, during a 

research trip the author was present to observe a business delegation(踩綫團) 

participating in a trial tribe tour.  The County Business and Tourism Department had 

organized the delegation and arranged an itinerary for them to go to various tour points 

around the county, in hopes that future collaboration with local business, tour operators 

and communities would develop (LGC-CCIP, personal communication, May 20, 2016).  

Participating in the delegation were Japanese travel agencies, Singapore based airlines, 

media companies and other business representatives.  A representative from the 
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central government's  Tourism Bureau was also there to observe.  Another example of 

community government co-creation was the Le Shui Red Plum Festival (紅肉李節), held 

in June.  The Le Shui Community Development Association hosts the event, with the 

Council of Agriculture as the assisting partner.  The government can help by publishing 

news about the event, providing financial subsidy, securing corporate or travel agency 

partners to recruit tourists, and providing transportation for tourists.  The tribe also has 

its own promotion and recruitment plan, publishing news on its facebook page(Le Shui 

Community Tour Organization, personal communication, June 6, 2016).  The facebook 

page is also one mechanism for getting feedback from tourists. Other methods include 

the survey that partner tour agencies always ask the tourist to fill out, tour agencies will 

share important findings with the tribe organization.  Lastly, and perhaps most important, 

is direct discussion with visitors.  The community leader explained, "At the end of each 

tour experience will be a rest time in which we can chat freely with the tourists, they can 

let us know their thoughts about the experience they had,"  (Le Shui Community leader, 

personal communication, May 21, 2016).  This is an example of co-creation between 

hosts and guests. 

FuShan 
 In Fushan there have been a slightly different set of challenges for tribe 

development.  The first challenge identified by the community leader interviewed was 

that Fushan is upstream of the Feicui Reservoir (翡翠水庫), which means it is within a 

Tapei Metro Area Water Resource Conservation  Zone.  Within the zone there are very 

strict regulations governing the water supply and environment development in order to 

ensure the water source remains clean.  As a result, there has been very little beyond 
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all but basic infrastructure development in Fushan, it also means that the natural 

environment has been preserved very well.  Given the strict control of development, the 

road does not accommodate for large tour buses to enter the tribe, only mini buses can 

pass the road (FuShan Community Leader, personal communication, May 26, 2016). 

This may however be viewed in a positive light, as it is an infallible method of preventing 

over-tourism.  Another challenge to FuShan 's development has been the absence of a 

unifying community organization.  As mentioned earlier, all communities will have 

established a Community Development Association.  However, in practice they may 

have varying degrees success in operating and motivating residents to participate.  An 

informant interviewed expressed regret that local people did not have strong motivation 

to take unified action for development.  He explained that although a CDA had been 

established, it is essentially defunct:  "It doesn't work properly, it's just a formation," 

(FuShan Community Leader, personal communication, May 26, 2016).  In absence of 

any strong community association, tourism development has been more fragmented, 

and more dependent on initiative from outside partners, rather than initiative of the 

community, departing from the principle of community first.    

 Local resources that can be converted into tourism resources include eco-

resources, Atayal culture, and creativity aspects that could be integrated into tour 

activities.  As far as eco-resources go, there seems to be an abundance as Fushan is in 

an isolated mountainous area teaming with natural forests and wildlife.  There are 

several popular hiking trails, including the Ha Pen Trail which leads to Yilan County, and 

the Gu Zhen Trial, which leads to Tao Yuan County.  Camping is possible along the 

side of the trail (FuShan Community Leader, personal communication, May 26, 2016). 
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There are also shorter trails for quick excursions.  FuShan  River Shore (福山馬岸) is 

also a desirable tour location, as is the nearby butterfly park, which sits along a butterfly 

migration route.  Unique wildlife resources include the possibility of spotting wild boars 

or flying squirrels.   

 Although agriculture aspects may be included in some tours, the differentiation 

and value of this resource is limited in FuShan .  There is one small field that uses 

organic methods.  However, as explained by an informant with the Taiwan Fund for 

Children and Families, "Certification from the  government is needed if they want to 

label the produce as organic. They don't have the money to apply for the license, or the 

time to complete the process and procedures," (T.F.C.F, personal communication, May 

31, 2016).  Even if farmers are using organic methods, without government license for 

organic products,  they cannot reap the benefit of marketing and selling the products as 

organic.  In addition, the gradient of the slope that FuShan  is located on is quite steep, 

so there is very limited arable land.  After appraisal of the tourism resources, it must be 

concluded that the tourism resource foundation, and the potential for tribe differentiation 

in FuShan  is not as strong as it is in Le Shui.  That is not to say, however, that this 

could not change with greater co-creation efforts and attention to creativity qualities.   

 The use of cultural, eco, and creative resources are up to how each tour operator 

designs their tour.  In Fushan there are two main outside partners organizing tours, and 

several residents who offer their own private tribal experiences.  The first tour organized 

to FuShan  is a Tribe Heart Tour (心旅行), which has been in operation for 3 or 4 years.  

This tour has evidently been organized as a partnership between the Council of 
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Indigenous Peoples and the Tourism Bureau, who have entrusted execution of the tour 

to a travel agency partner.  The tour uses the Tribe Heart Tour branding of the Council 

of Indigenous Peoples and is funded by New Taipei City Tourism Bureau  (新北市政府

觀光旅遊局). The tour is carried out by Xing Ya Culture Tour Company (星亞文化有限公

司).  Under the Tribe Heart Tours brand, this tour is titled "See De La Nan: Wulai's 

FuShan  Tribe  Leisure Trip," (看見德拉楠: 烏來福山部落悠遊行).  In organizing this tour, 

Xing Ya Culture Tours Company presumably cooperates with locals on individual or 

household basis, and reached consensus only with those participating, as at the time of 

tour development there was no functional community association.  To ensure 

recruitment of tourists and participation of Xing Ya Culture Tour Company to execute 

the tour, New Taipei City Tourism Bureau subsidizes the cost of tourists ticket by 

half(FuShan Community Leader, personal communication, May 26, 2016).  Xing Ya sets 

the price at 1500 NT, but with subsidy from the Tourism Bureau tickets can be 

purchased for 799 NT.  This is very good value for a one day tribe experience, and trips 

fill up quickly.  Each tour consists of a maximum of 20 tourists, and tours are held 3-5 

times per week.  The tour begins at 9 AM and returns to Taipei after 4PM (New Taipei 

Cit Tourism Bureau, 2015).  Here lets note, that although this is branded a Heart Tribe 

Tour, it does not live up to the Deep Tribe Tour principle of a minimum tour length of 3 

meals in the tribe.  This may be hard to avoid when relying on secondary partners to 

package, promote, and execute the tour. Lastly, although more evidence is needed, it 

may be said that the Tribe Heart Tour in FuShan was developed under the Tourism 

Bureau's method of niche tourism, rather than the Council of Indigenous Peoples' 

demonstration area approach.  
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 The second outside partner that organizes tours to FuShan  is the Taiwan Fund 

for Families and Children, T.F.C.F  (家扶基金會).  This is an international NGO 

dedicated to the welfare and wellbeing of the needs of families and children.  The New 

Taipei City branch serves about 1500 families and around 3000 Children.  In August of  

2015 T.F.C.F began organizing trips to FuShan  tribe, however after a devastating 

typhoon trips were halted until February of 2016.  The Tribe is called FuShan Little 

Excursion: Public Benefit Travel (福山小旅行：公益旅遊).  Informants with T.F.C.F 

explained that Public Benefit Travel means that all of the profits earned from the tour go 

to the locals who participate.  This is certainly not the case when locals partner with for-

profit travel agencies.  In design of the tour, T.F.C.F communicated with the tribe 

members through the tribe chief, and community members that were interested were 

invited to come and participate in discussion meetings for planning.  Demonstrating 

evidence of co-creation within the tribe, an informant explained the development 

process: 

 During preparation to host the tours, elders were invited to be teachers, to pass 

 on traditional stories and knowledge to youngsters.  There were courses and 

 lessons, in which elders taught about different hunting traps, and the mountain 

 spirits.   

 (T.F.C.F, personal communication, May 31, 2016) 

 The FuShan Little Excursion- Public Benefit Tours does not receive the benefit of 

government subsidy, and to join a trip costs 3600 NT per person, significantly more 

expensive than what is offered by Xing Ya Culture Tours.  However, the FuShan Little 

Excursion - Public Benefit Tours also has a longer and more in depth itinerary. During 
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each tour only 8 participants are permitted to join, and they spend the night in the tribe 

in a home stay with a local family.  According to informants at T.C.F.C the tour is hosted 

at least once a week mostly on weekends, with additional trips possible during the week 

if enough people register.  An informant with T.C.F.C relayed that hosting tourists was a 

family activity, with mothers often helping to arrange the transport and cooking, fathers 

helping with DIY activities and tours into the forest, and children also serving as tour 

guides showing guests the school and tribal murals painted on the walls (T.F.C.F, 

personal communication, May 31, 2016).   

 Informants also explained that there is only one high school in Wulai, and they 

offer high school students familiar with the area the opportunity to serve as tour guides.  

A staff member of T.F.C.F explained the benefit of this: "This is a chance for them to 

stay close to home during the summer, earn some money, and share their culture and 

environment." She elaborated that the tourism activities provide a path for cultural 

preservation, "With this program, the kids can learn from their parents about their own 

culture and history," (T.F.C.F, personal communication, May 31, 2016).  

 To host each tour, six families usually participate.  However, it is not always the 

same families, and locals may participate on a rotational basis.  This is one mechanism 

to try to achieve a more balanced distribution of benefits.  Local business are also 

assisted by the tourism activities, as restaurants see a boost in business, farmers can 

sell produce directly to those restaurants, home stays will have greater source of guests, 

land owners can rent out space, and merchants can sell their products.  However, it was 

also learned, that similar to the lack of funding to procure proper license for organic 

products, locals still have not obtained the mandatory training and license to sell their 
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own millet wine (小米酒), which is always popular for tourists visiting indigenous areas.  

Instead they order the millet wine from suppliers in Wulai and resell it, decreasing the 

profit margin for local merchants.  Suggestive of co-creation with tourists, is the 

feedback that FuShan Little Tour  gets through facebook, and a google sheet they 

request participants fill out (T.F.C.F, personal communication, May 31, 2016). 

 In addition to these two tours organizationed primarily by outside partners, there 

are several local families who have taken the initiative to set up their own small tour 

offering.  They recruit tourists by word of mouth and their own facebook or webpages.  

One is the Wang family, that has established a culture camp it hosts on weekends.  

When tourists sign up they put on activities to explain traditional Atayal culture including 

singing and dancing, and guided tour of the tribe.  There is also the Lin family, which 

runs an archery workshop, and accepts guests on the weekend to train them how to use 

Atayal bow and arrow methods.  However, they are privately owned and really only 

operate on the weekend.  The community leader explained that tour activities put on by 

the Lin and the Wang family are small in scale, and the mostly operate only within their 

own families (FuShan Community Leader, personal communication, May 26, 2016).  

 During tourism planning and development of the tourism activities in FuShan  

there was no strong community organization to unify residents for a more full co-

creation approach.  However, in January of 2016 a new community association was 

established.  The FuShan  Beautiful Valley Association(福山美麗谷推廣協會) has been 

established with the purpose of promoting FuShan culture in order to diversify the 

income sources of parents in the tribe (T.F.C.F, personal communication, May 31, 
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2016).  This may be a good first step in bringing the community together for a more 

robust, effective and unified approach to development. 

RQ2 Findings Analysis  
 It is evident that Le Shui demonstrates stronger qualities of co-creation and 

community organization.  Le Shui  has multiple community organizations united under 

the Community Development Association, with strong leadership engendering 

motivation and participation the community organizations.  It is through these 

organizations that tourism activities are planned and executed.  Tourism is carried out 

through the community's own organizations and businesses, and the community is 

united in participation through the CDA and other sub associations, showing strong 

intra- community co-creation.  Through the community organizations, Le Shui has also 

been able to successfully apply for and receive direct government subsidy for their 

development and tourism activities.   Through community co-creation, Le Shui has also 

been able to design their own profit sharing mechanism in the form of a community fund, 

which was described above.  More community members can see tourism as a positive 

thing because they know that the whole community will benefit from the profits put into 

community fund; this will also serve as motivation for participation and cooperation.  By 

using co-creation qualities, Le Shui community, and community members are to a 

greater extent determining their own experience, and facilitating their own authentic 

experiences.  

 On the other hand, FuShan’s short comings are due to weak co-creation 

mechanisms within the community.  Without these mechanism, the community has 

been a secondary, rather than a primary stakeholder, and have not been in driver’s seat 

of development or its profits.  Benefits to the community are fewer because tours and 
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exchange of money is executed through secondary partners, not the communities own 

organizations.  FuShan is still lacking a profit sharing mechanism, which would help to 

unite the community behind development.  As pointed out by the Le Shui community 

leader, a community fund also serves to guard against intra-community antagonisms 

regarding benefits of tourism activities.  In absence of a community organization to pool 

efforts and resources, FuShan has not applied for or received direct government 

subsidy for tourism development.  Instead, the community receives a trickledown benefit 

from the indirect government subsidy that is provided to Xing Ya Culture Tours.  Lack of 

proper licenses to fully take advantage of their resources may also be a symptom of 

weak community co-creation.  While FuShan's tourism development is not  in-line with 

the ideal co-creation model, the community is nevertheless developing tourism activities 

to the benefit of community members.  After initial engagement from outside partners, 

the recent establishment of the Fushan Beautiful Valley Association is a sign of the 

community's potential for greater intra-community co-creation. 

 

RQ3: How does the tribe interact with tourists? Are there aspects of creativity tourism 
within the experience? 

 Tourism activities in both of the field sites of this study demonstrate aspects of 

creativity tourism.  Let's recall, that creativity tourism means activities engaging in 

learning and skill development via interaction between guest and host, while utilizing the 

creative resources specific to the holiday destination.  The main component of a tribe 

experience is the local people teaching guests their culture, whether it be eco-culture, 

agriculture, or human culture.  Thus, tribal tourism inherently has creative qualities.  Of 
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course, the type and degree of creativity will vary.  Ideally, there will be teaching and 

learning during hands on activities and skill development.    

Le Shui   
 In Le Shui the first creative exercise observed was teaching of Atayal language 

(泰雅語).  The guide speaks a few phrases in native tongue, and encourages the guests 

to practice.  Of course, this is very surface level, but it is not possible for guests to 

quickly grasp more complicated indigenous language structures in such a short time.  

Another creativity exercise observed is teaching of a traditional dance.  Local 

participants will first sing and dance several times before allowing guests to participate.  

Guests are also encouraged to wear the traditional Atayal attire while participating, so 

they can feel like they are also part of the tribe.  When inviting the guests to partake in 

the dance, an effort is made to slow down the song, and pair one local and one guest 

next to each other in the circle, so the guest may have an expert guiding their 

movements.  Instead of passively watching a performance, the tourist is also performing, 

creating their own authentic experience.  During this part of the tour other creativity 

exercises include making of mohchi from locally grown millet rice, and crafting of 

bamboo cup in the traditional method.  Mochi and bamboo products might be common 

souvenirs to come across, but because the tourist participates in its production these 

items are no longer souvenirs but symbols of experience and cultural exchange.  In 

meal preparation the guide will also explain the cooking methods: "they use locally 

grown bamboo, vegetables, rice and herbs, there are no additives and its very healthy," 

( Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 2016).   
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 Sharing more human culture, the guide will lead guests to a mural which depicts 

the Atayal creation story, and their understanding of the natural world.  This story gives 

tourists a deeper understanding of how the Atayal came to develop certain hunting 

methods, farming methods and related customs.  Other creative activities include 

teaching about local agricultural methods, and during the proper seasons guests can go 

into the fields with locals to help harvest the crops.  The eco-tour portion can also be 

considered a creative exercise as the tour goes into the forest and the guide teaches 

about local flora and fauna, or hunting methods.  There is also an archery range where 

local hunters teach guests how to shoot.  On overnight itineraries guests will have the 

opportunity for greater exchange with their host in home stays.  

FuShan  
 There are many similar creative exercises demonstrated in the FuShan tour 

activities.  Here I will focus on the itinerary of FuShan Little Excursion, as T.F.C.F has 

been a primary data source for this study.  In the FuShan Little Excursion teacher and 

learner roles obvious from the outset of the experience.  Due to the small scale of the 

tour, it only takes only two cars to transport visitors to the tribe.  Participants from the 

tribe will pick up guests at Wulai station, and during the ride up to FuShan they explain 

scenery and local lifestyle.  After arriving, youngsters bring guests to tribal murals and 

introduce their meanings.  Many of the murals depict the Atayal people with their 

traditional facial tattoos.  In explaining the history, and cultural significance of the tattoos, 

visitors and locals may take the opportunity paste washable tattoos on their face as part 

of the learning experience.  Some culture scholars, including those cited in this paper, 

may criticize the use of such traditional body markers in tourism activities.  However, 

according to the theoretical concepualization of authenticity this paper defined earlier, 
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this activity is completely acceptable.  This is an example of cultural owners taking hold 

of their cultural representation, and communicating that meaning to visitors eager to 

learn.   

 For lunch, visitors learn how to make their own bamboo rice.  The local host will 

teach them how to cut the bamboo, stuff it with rice, and steam it for preparation.  

Following this they also have bamboo cup making activity, and they are taught tribal 

patterns to decorate the cup with.  This activity is similar to the bamboo cup DIY in Le 

Shui.  An informant with T.F.C.F explained that these activities teach visitors the 

traditional importance of bamboo, "they can learn how living tools were made out of 

bamboo in the past. It's the natural way. For making fire, building huts and hunting tools, 

all in a way that is not harmful to the environment," (T.F.C.F, personal communication, 

May 31, 2016).  Before dinner visitors will have the opportunity to learn a bit of local 

language, and a song in Atayal language, as well as listen to Atayal folk stories. For 

dinner they learn how to make fire in the traditional manner; after a fire is successfully 

going they will barbeque for dinner.  At night a local eco-guide leads them into the forest 

with headlamps.  The guide explains the sounds of nocturnal creatures and tries to help 

guests spot flying squirrels or other creatures. The guide may also check traps and 

explain them to the tourists.  The following day the tour includes some more eco 

activities such as a trip to the butterfly park and the riverside trail.  Guests also visit the 

Church, where they learn about the Church's efforts to help the community organize and 

develop. 
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RQ3 Findings Analysis 
 After  discussion of the tour activities in Le Shui and FuShan, it is evident there 

are many similarities.  This was recognized by the community leader in Le Shui who 

noted that, "Actually, most of the Atayal tribes in Taiwan are pretty much the same. So 

we use an aspect of creativity," ( Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, 

May 21, 2016).  In addition to creativity, the presence of similar culture and activities 

emphasizes the importance of differentiation.   

 For tourists,  the utility of skill development in tribe tours may be limited because 

many of the things they learn during their tribe experience they will not be able to use in 

their daily life after the holiday is over.  However, for many tourists, this is precisely what 

makes a tribe experience so alluring, its uniqueness.  For local participants on the other 

hand, skills developed for tourism purposes will be of great benefit.  By learning how to 

be tour guides, tell stories, teach language, traditional crafts, songs and dance, eco 

knowledge and survival skills, they will have greatly diversified their skill set and options 

for earning a livelihood.  This skill development is added economic value.  Also, in 

sharing traditional knowledge, locals can feel a sense of pride in their heritage, and in 

their status as an indigenous minority.  This is added psychological value.  As teachers, 

locals are determining the manner in which they will share their culture, taking control of 

their cultural rights.  Furthermore, they can get in touch with their traditions and culture, 

and pass it on to their children; this is cultural preservation.   

 Therefore, for both local and guest, the most important creative activities in tribe 

tours are those in which locals are teachers, and visitors are learners.  By participating 

in these activities host and visitor create their own authentic experiences together, this 
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is narrative co-creation.  Tour itineraries that control for a fewer number of participants, 

and stay at least one night in a tribe will have much more potential for creative 

exchange experiences, and interaction.  As noted by an informant with T.F.C.F, "Bring a 

small group up there, its like making new friends," (T.F.C.F, personal communication, 

May 31, 2016).  

Working Hypothesis 

 As mentioned in the methods section, this is a qualitative study adopting design 

aspects from the naturalistic inquiry method.  The naturalistic inquiry method prefers 

inductive theory construction.  First observations and data collection are carried out, and 

then patterns are searched for.  This is referred to as grounded theory, which means " 

the theory emerges from the data," (Lincoln & Guba, p.41, 1985).  When it is supposed 

that a grounded theory may be transferrable, it is described as a working hypothesis.  

Naturalistic inquiry rejects the positivist notion of hypothesis, because it takes the 

position that social phenomena are only transferable, but not generalizable.  Therefore, 

the goal of naturalistic study is a working hypothesis, which is recognized as time and 

context bound (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.41).  In his 1975 work, Beyond two disciplines 

of scientific psychology, Lee Cronbach asserts, "When we give proper weight to local 

conditions, any generalization is a working hypothesis, not a conclusion," (Cronbach, 

1975, p. 124,).  Therefore, in keeping with naturalistic inquiry methods,  I will now 

propose a working hypothesis.   

 Answering theoretical question 3 we identified the push-pull paradigm of cultural 

tourism: that tourism has the power to push out traditional culture, or the power to pull 
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traditional culture back into relevancy. Considering the functional model, and based on 

the observations of this study working hypothesis 1 is as follows:   

Working Hypothesis 1:  Within the push-pull paradigm, the pull factor will be activated 

when co-creation and creativity qualities are used in executing the tourism planning and 

tourism experiences.  

Visual Representation of Working Hypothesis 

Working 
Hypothesis 

Concept Names Theoretical 
Definition 

Operational 
Definition 
(indicators)  

H1: Within the 
push-pull 
paradigm, the pull 
factor will be 
activated when co-
creation and  
creativity qualities 
are used in 
executing the 
tourism planning 
and experiences. 

CoC- Co-creation  

CT- Creativity 
Tourism 
 
PP- Push-Pull 
Paradigm 
 

CoC- see figure 2   

CT- See figure 2  

PP-  
Push= culture 
meanings and 
practices are 
overshadowed and 
obscured by 
commercial 
interests.  
Pull = cultural 
meanings, 
practices and 
knowledge are 
pulled back, 
respected and 
practiced because 
they become an 
economic asset.  

PP-  
Push- tourism at 
over capacity, 
frequent and 
choreographed 
performances and 
tours, tourism 
service staff hired 
from outside the 
locality, low 
indicators of co-
creation and 
creativity 
Pull - young people 
employed in the 
tribe; local people 
practicing 
traditional customs 
and knowledge, 
elders teaching 
youth, high 
indicators of co-
creation and 
creativity 

Figure 7; Visual Representation of Working Hypothesis 

  

 This working hypothesis unites all other concepts brought forth in this paper, 

because the indicators encompass authenticity, cultural rights, added value, and cultural 
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preservation. If there are strong indicators of pull factor, that means high authenticity 

because exchange and learning are taking place through co-creation.  Indicators of pull 

means added value, because there is skill development through creative activities.  

Indicators of pull also means there is cultural rights and cultural preservation, because 

locals are choosing how to share their culture, and practicing it.  

 In both Le Shui and FuShan, interview and observation reveals multiple 

indicators of the pull factor.  Perhaps most importantly, young people in the tribe are 

taking part in the tourism activities and cultural sharing.  For young people to share their 

culture, they themselves must know it intimately.  As learned from informants from both 

tribes, in preparation for tourism activities they hold classes in which they invite tribe 

elders to serve as teachers.  This is another indicator of the pull factor.  Through tourism, 

tribes can also get back in touch with culture practices that have been retired or fallen 

into disuse.  Take for example facial tattoos.  Today, facial tattoos are no longer used 

Atayal culture, but by using them in tour activities, indigenous people can be reminded 

of  the cultural significance they held in past generations.  They will be reminded that 

their grandmothers had tattoos because they developed skills in weaving, and their 

grandfathers had tattoos because they had proven themselves worthy hunters.  This 

can encourage indigenous people to also hold on to those traditional skills that the 

tattoos represent.  Hunting skills are another example of the less used skills that can be 

preserved through cultural sharing.  Today, hunting is strictly controlled by the 

government, and most tribes can only hunt in the traditional manner once or twice a 

year.  However, by sharing their hunting techniques with tourists, these skills will not be 

lost.  Co-creation is another indicator of the pull factor observed.  As has been 
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discussed in answering research question two, Le Shui has demonstrated strong intra-

community co-creation qualities.  FuShan has utilized co-creation more so with outside 

partners and to a lesser extent within the community.  In answering research question 3, 

we have shown both tribes are effectively using creative activities to build authentic 

experiences, which in turn is also indicative of the pull factor.    

 In sharing thoughts on cultural preservation, the Le Shui community leader made 

the following statement: 

  We are not just practicing our culture for tourists. From a young age children 

 learn to sing and dance; but if our culture can go through sharing, performing, 

 and being part of the culture industry, this is a very good thing. If we don't find our 

 culture and pull it back, we will disappear.  Today we sing, its our culture. We 

 speak mother tongue, its our culture. We work with the glutinous rice, its our 

 culture. Hunt mountain boars, its our culture. If we don't bring these things back, 

 we will become the same as Han Chinese, and our culture will disappear.  

 (Le Shui Community leader, personal communication, May 21, 2016) 

This statement sums up how tourism can be an important force activating the pull factor 

for cultural preservation.  In the modern market economy, there may be no place for 

traditional skills and knowledge.  In order to compete in the market and earn a living 

indigenous people learn mainstream skills and perform mainstream economic activities.  

However, by creating a space for traditional skills and knowledge in the culture industry, 

and sharing through tourism, traditional culture can be practiced and preserved. 
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 Presently, it seems there is little risk of push factor taking root in either of the 

tribes.  Tourism activities are staffed almost completely by tribe members, and there is 

no sign of over commercialization or over capacity.  FuShan tours include tour groups of 

either 20 or 8, well within the threshold of controlling negative impacts of visitation.  Le 

Shui has developed the capacity to host larger groups, with the community leader 

noting that the ideal number for a tour was one tour bus, or 30-40 participants.  The 

tribe has hosted larger groups, but it prefers not to.  The community leader recognized 

the risk of too much tourism traffic to local environment, as well as declining quality of 

the tourism experience with groups that are too large.  Awareness of local organizers 

should help to guard against sell out to commercial tribe culture, like that seen in Ali 

Shan.  

 Despite the presence of pull indicators in Le Shui, recent government statistics 

show that currently there are still more people leaving tribe than returning to it (Yilan 

County Government, 2016).  This is difficult to avoid, because at the age of 13 all youth 

will leave the tribe to attend Jr. high school.  Statistics were not available for FuShan, 

but there is no Jr. high school or high school in the tribe, so the same trend is likely to 

be true.  Future studies seeking to investigate the push-pull paradigm of tourism in tribe 

areas should gather more detailed statistical evidence.  In determining push vs. pull 

factor, when evaluating tribe population changes, it would be important to control for 

age.  It would be useful to have information on the number of people drawing income 

from tourism related industries, their ages, and how this changes throughout the tourism 

development.  Other useful measures would include change in household income, and 

overall tribe income.    
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 Because both of the case studies referenced here are very new tourism 

initiatives, there is limited statistical information available to support the working 

hypothesis. The most recent biennial report published by the Tourism Bureau, 

Indigenous Area Tourism Promotion Results, is for 2013, and includes neither Le Shui 

nor FuShan.  This year the next report will be released detailing results from years 2014 

and 2015.  While on site researching, the author found that a staff member from the 

Central Government's Tourism Bureau had joined to observe the business delegation 

participating in the Le Shui tour experience.  This suggests the Tourism Bureau is 

paying more attention to the tourism activities of Le Shui tribe, and they are likely to be 

included future promotion result reports.  As the tour initiatives continue operating, and 

are included in annual government statistical collections and special reports like those 

compiled by the Tourism Bureau, follow up research should soon be possible. 
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Discussion 
 As can be concluded from studying the organization structure of the two tribes, a 

unified platform for community participation and development planning is beneficial.   

Such a  platform is the platform for development.  For example, the community 

development association and related bodies is the mechanism through which the 

community can organize, draw up plans of action, and apply for resources and subsidy 

from the government.  As suggested by an informant in the Council of Indigenous 

Peoples, tribe communities usually have no other source of investment or financing 

except through government agencies (EDS-CIP, personal communication, May 5, 2016). 

Without the platform for co-creation, the community is not likely to successfully apply for 

government assistance.  Without government assistance, development of a community 

controlled and operated tourism initiative is unlikely.  This point was directly mentioned 

by the community leader in Le Shui, who noted, "the community organizations make it 

easier for us to apply for government support," (Le Shui Community leader, personal 

communication, May 21, 2016).  When the community initiates a co-creation approach 

for tourism development, they are better able to control the development path, and the 

profits yielded.   

 Government bodies and outside partners may still work with communities in 

absence of a strong community mechanism.  However, development of tourism 

initiatives will be top down, instead of bottom up.  Top-down planning means from the 

outset, the community members are more like passive partners, and probably means 

benefits will be more concentrated instead of contributing to overall community 

development.  That is because the community has not set up a profit sharing 
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mechanism, or agreed how all residents can participate.  Nevertheless, top down 

engagement can be a force to reinvigorate the base, stimulating the potential for greater 

community co-creation.  This is the scenario we have seen in FuShan  tribe, which had 

a defunct Community Development Association.  After the  commencement of tourism 

activities with outside partners, the tribe founded the FuShan Beautiful Valley 

Association to organize for local economic and cultural development purposes.  

Therefore, although not the ideal foundation for co-creation partnerships, the Tourism 

Bureau's method of approaching tribes for niche tourism development,  should not be 

discounted.  In many cases, tribes are unaware of the government resources available 

to help them develop, or do not have leaders or expertise to help them organize and 

draw up plans to apply for those resources.  Thus, outside stimulus is the only way to 

change the status-quo of the tribe.  

 Here it should also be noted, that despite the argument identified in the literature 

review that tourism development poses new challenges to environmental conservation, 

during research for this study it became obvious that tourism also provides an incentive 

for environmental conservation.  As many tribes offer eco-tourism experiences, the 

environment becomes an economic resource that must be protected if it is to be 

converted into economic capital.  Additionally, community tourism initiatives will seldom 

experience the problems often seen in ethnic cultural parks of offending traditional 

aboriginal integrities.  This is because management and design of activities are much 

closer to the workers participating, and often indigenous community members are 

serving in design and management roles.  
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Conclusion 
 This study has offered a model of community focused co-creation for tourism 

development in indigenous communities.  We have argued that if the co-creation route 

is pursued via platforms for ongoing exchange and establishment of communication 

channels, and there is the ability to determines one's own participation, the result will be 

more authentic experience for all stakeholders.  Within the tribal tourism context the 

added component of creativity allows the tourist to also partake by means of experience 

and narrative co-creation.  Creative activities is also a means to pursue cultural 

preservation, and added value through teacher and learner roles.  Additionally, by 

following the model's principle of community first, cultural rights will be protected.   

 By demonstrating indicators of this study's functional model of  co-creation , Le 

Shui community and the Council of Indigenous Peoples are the model examples of 

facilitators of authentic experiences and protectors of cultural rights.  The findings of this 

study have also suggested initiation by outside partners could be an alternative path for 

co-creation.  With outside partners engaging the tribal community for development of 

tourism, the community can later move towards taking lead stakeholder position and 

advance intra-community co-creation as they acquire skills, knowledge, financial and 

organizational resources. 

 This study has answered three theoretical questions defining authenticity, cultural 

rights, and the push-pull paradigm of cultural tourism, which are the underlying 

principles for analyzing development of tribal tourism.  Through innovative use of the co-

creation concept, we have constructed a model to maximize authentic experiences in 

the development of indigenous community tourism initiatives.  By identifying theoretical 
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and operational definitions for co-creation, creativity tourism, and the push-pull 

paradigm this study has made a contribution to theory building in the field of tourism 

studies.  As indicated by Shoemaker, Tankard and Lasorsa, theory building is an 

important exercise in the accumulation of knowledge in a field of research, and it starts 

with stating constructs and their measurements (Shoemaker et al., 2004)  Finally, 

through the working hypothesis, specific measurements for how tourism development 

impacts traditional cultures have been identified, laying the foundation for future studies 

examining the push-pull paradigm in tribal tourism contexts. 
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Appendix  
 

Discussion Question Reference Index 

Tour Initiative:  

Could you briefly introduce the type tourism activities within the community, and your 
experiences with that?  

可否請您簡短介紹社區的旅遊活動和您個人的經驗？ 

When did the community begin conducting tourism activities? How did it get started ? 

請問社區什麽時候開始經營旅遊活動？如何開始的？ 

How often does the tribe hosts tourists? 

部落什麽時候會接待遊客？大概一個月幾次？    

Is the focus on tour groups, or does the tribe host individual travelers as well? Mass 
tourism vs. niche tourism? 

你們的體驗，導覽，一般來説是針對旅遊團，還是自由行的旅客。大群衆旅遊 vs。 小型

旅遊。  

When tourists come to visit, how long is there schedule usually for?  

一般來説，遊客到這裡，他們會安排多久的行程？ 

Can culture be shared and preserved at the same time? How about natural resources? 

在觀光業中，文化是否可以兼顧分享與保存？ 生態資源呢？  

Are there any possible negative factors associated with further developing the tourism 
economy that should be considered?  

繼續發展旅遊經濟是否需要考慮任何負面的因素？  

 

Co-Creation/ Platform within the Community 

How does the community work together to organize and develop the tourism? Is there a 
community development association or other organization?  
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社區是如何組織來發展旅遊活動？你們是否有社區發展協會，或是其他的組織架構？ 

 What are the benefits that tourism can bring to the community?  

旅遊活動會給當地社區帶來什麽好處？  

Is there any platform for ongoing dialogue between the tribe and the travel agency 
regarding continued development of tourism activities. If, so what it the platform ?  

是否有平台讓部落跟旅行社討論持續的旅遊發展？若有，可以請你多介紹嗎？  

Co-Creation/ Platform Partners 

Has the community received any type of financial assistance, industry guidance, or 
training from the government? Which government bodies?  

社區是否有收到政府的協助？比如説補助金，旅遊業專業指導，居民培訓？是中央政府還

是縣政府提供的？ 

Has the community gone through the process of achieving consensus and reaching 
agreement with the government?  

社區是否有經歷跟政府取得通共識的流程？ 

If the community has received government assistance, would the tourism still have been 
possible without it ? If not, how did the tribe manage to set up and successfully run the 
tourism activities without outside subsidy?  

若沒有政府相關單位的協助，還會可能發展當地的旅遊業嗎？ 

社區沒有政府任何的協助，沒有外來的補助，資源，或投資，當地社區要如何成功的經營

旅遊活動。  

How was the tour and content of activities designed? Did the government provide the 
design and development plan? Or did the design spring from the grassroots level? 

旅遊是如何規劃的？是政府主辦的，由社區實行？還是從草根規劃出來的？  

Differentiation; Creativity and Co-creation with Tourists 

Are existing resources integrated into tourism experiences, or are new operations set up?  

既有的資源是否融入旅遊體驗，或者加入新的元素？ 

Are there any hands-on, participatory, or other DIY activities for tourists to part-take in?  
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旅遊活動内是否有動手做的活動遊客可以參加的？例如，農業，漁獵，採集，或其他的動

手做（DIY）活動？ 

How would you describe the interaction between locals and tourists? 

你會怎麽描述遊客跟當地人的互動？ 

How does the tribe attract tourist to come and join activities in this specific tribe?  

部落如何吸引遊客？樂水部落會呈現什麽特質，讓遊客選擇這個部落？  

Which aspects of culture are shared? Why?  

在部落體驗中，分享哪一些文化？爲什麽？  

What can the tourist learn about tribe, and local customs?  

旅客來參加你們的活動以後，你希望他們能夠學到，或了解什麽泰雅文化，或當地習俗？  

How does the community try to create a special experience for visitors ? 

部落社區是如何創造特別的經驗給客人？  

Which part of the experience do you think tourists enjoy most? 

整體的部落經驗，你認爲哪一個部分是客人 最喜愛的？  

Is there any mechanism or communication channel for tourists to share their 
experiences with others, or provide feedback to the tribe?  

觀光活動結束後，有沒有任何機制能讓遊客分享旅遊經驗，或給予部落一些意見? 
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